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Transitive Inference

Abstract

isle compares three theories of transitive nference applied

solution of linear syllogisms: a spatial theory, a linguistic

theory, and a new mixed lin istic-sdatial theory. Each theory is.expressed

in terms of an information-processing (flow-chart) model, and a mathematical

model that quantifies the information-prncessing model. The mathematical

models are tested in their ability to account for latency data from four

experiments. The tests overwhelmingly support the mixed theory. This

support holds over varied modes of problem presentation, adjectives, sessions,

and subjects. The duration of each component process in the mixed theory

is estimated, and its contribution to total solution time assessed. Then'

the mixed theory is shown to account f - ost patterns of individual- difference

data. Finally, the theory is Chown to be consistent with a variety of datz

obtained in previous investigations o7 transitive inference.
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nference

In a transitive inference protlem, an individual is presented with

two or more premises, each describing a relation between two items. At lea

One of the items overlaps between premises. The subject's task is to use

this overlap to determine a relation between two (or more) items not -

ring in the lame premise. An example of such a problem is

Mighty Joe Young is mightier than King Kong.

King Kong is mightier than Magilla Gorilla.

Who is mightiest?

This problem illustrates a simile form of tr s

the linear syllogism (or thr -m series problem, as

problem,

often calle1).

In general, the terrn o' a
, form a :Anew array of it

say, (A B, C) . Each

Of adjacent items, sa:

. describes a iel&inn between one pai.-

B) r C). To' solve the p-oblem, an ndi-

vidual must ccmbine on the two !weals in order to laterminp

the rels _ betwee- .07e nonal :en'. itemn (A r3

example 'roblem atw s :a,,uil'es the indivibial to' infer the relation between

Solutio f the

the two jace..t terns, 11:g ,I.w and hftgilla Gorilla.

Transitive in,erenderare widely uses in everyday life. Comparisons and

decisions of almost every kind that we make on a daily basis usually invo

least an implicit transitive inference. Consider, for example, the Might of

a customer eating at a restaurant. The customer is faced with what may well be

bewildering=choice of meals. The customer 14+s neither the time nor the pa-

tience to compare every possib,e pair of meals, and to order the meal that i-

4

preferred to every other. "typically, the customer will narrow down his

or her preferences to a few possible choices, ng that if the eliminated
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choices are less desirable than the minimally acceptable choice, they are less

deeiratle than any other aereptabae choice as veil. Next, the customer will

probably pick one of the say, four choices as the final choler.

Again, the customer eschews makinr. all possible paired o par ,i.mons, six in

the case of four choice . Instead, the customer as transitivity

-d toP- Chess, and infers that if his or her first Cloice is p_

peon! choice, it is preferre: every other

use of transitive

bly cc

Psychologists hqve long-

tive inferences in everyda

played a key role in psyels_l_

1. Withnut the

sint,Aest, aecirikns

funlam ntql I 71 knee

MM: as a result, transitive inf

y. k searc1 on trrinsi v

;finder 4 n bee dilt-

Differential psvehologlits have recogn!:tel

has appears 4 diverse psychological __

ferent

inference problem as a useful psychometric tool since Burt's (1919) use

the problem in a battery of mental tests, althouvh our knowledge of the psy-

chometric properties of the problem as a test item remains rudimentary blur

1919; Shaver, Pierson, R Lano. 1974). Developmental psychnlor*ists have

investigated the transitive inference problem extensiely, mal,' of them in

response to Piaget(1921,'e 1928, 1955, 1970) el im that preoperational eh

dren are unable to perform the reasoning necessary to infer a transiti

Trabasso (Bryant & Trabasso, 1971; Riley $ Trabasso, 1974), fc

xample, has taken issue with Piaget's interpretation of the data, and in a

series of ingenious experiments has found evidence suggesting that memory

rather than reasoning limitations are responsible for much of .ne difficulty

young children encounter in attempting to solve transitive inference problems.

k
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Cognitive- xperieental psychologists have also devoted a great deal of often-

ties to the transitive inference problem, and have engaged in vigorous de-

bate regarding the representations and processes subjects use in solving

taco problems (Clark, 1969a, 1969b, 1971, 1972a0 1972b; DeSotos London,

Mendel, 1965; Handel, DeSoto, h London, 1968; Hunter, 1957; Huttenlocher,

1968; Huttenlocher I Higgins, 1971, 1972; Huttenlocher, Higgins Milligan,

Kauffean, 1070; Potts & Scholz, 1975). In this article, a new resolution

the debate regarding reprement ess will be proposed. In

particular, the article will address three important heoretical questions:

1. How is information represented during, the course of a subject's

solution of transitive inference problem?

What processes act upon the representation(s) from the time the

subject first views the problem to the time he or she indicates a re9ponF

3. How, if at all, do the representations and processes used in the

solution of transitive inference problems vary as a function of (a) mode of

problem presentation, (b) adjectives, (c) sessions, and (d) individual subjects?

The article is divided into six-major parts, which the first is this

introduction. The second part presents a discussion of previous research on

the three theoretical questions posed above. The third part offers three

detailed information - processing models that purport to describe how subjects

valve transiti

fourth part presents results of four experiments addressed to the theoretical

questions

_ inference problems with three terms (linear syllogisms). Th

posed above, and which are intended to distinguish among

the three information-processing models. The fifth part of the article contains

tests of the models on previously published data. The sixth and final part

of the paper discusses bow the data presented in the article advance our the-

oretical Understanding of transitive info
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THEORETICAL IS

N 'esentation. Info it In Transitive Wartime

trQysr

Theorists dieser** as to the norm of representation subjects lies for i

fermation stored, manipulated, and retrieved in the course of solving trans!

inference problams. The basic controversy has been over vhether information

presented spatially or linguistically. Spatial theorists argue that inform

tion IS repressnted in the form of a spatial array that functions as An intern

analogue to a physically realized or realizable array. Linguistic theorise

argue that information is represented in the form of linguistic, deep-structure

propositions of the type originally proposed by Chomsky (1965). A resolution

of this controversy would not only enlighten us with regard to transitive

inference, but might further shed IipF.t on the kinds of arguments

valuable in distinguishing between sul7,_,

sentations on the one hand, and lingui

use of Spatial epre-

c or propositional representations

on the other (see Kosslyn & Pomerantz, 1977; rylyshyn, 1973; Anderson, Note 1).

In the following four sections, evidence for each kind of representation is pre-

sented and then evaluated.

Xvidenee for Sp.tial Representation

Eight principal kinds of evidence have been adduced in favor of a spatial

entatinn for info inn.

Introspective reports. Many subjects in various experiments have reported

using spatial imagery to solve transitive inference problems such as linear,

syllogiime. (cording to DeRoto et al. (1965), proponents of a spatial imagei

'Lbw-- "question' of subjects in indicated that most of them

solve the syllogisms with the aid of imagery" 516). These investigators

also round that different pairs of relational adjectives evoked different kinds

of arrays. better worse, for examples moat often evoked a vertical array con=



in a top-dovn fashion, whereas

hOrlsontal array constructed in a left

Transitive inference

6

often (milked a

fashion. Ruttimlocher and Riga

(1971), also proponents of a spatial imagery theory, found that "s report
---

That imagery is intimately tied up with determining the order of items From

comparative expressions" (PP. 495-496). Their subject d imaginary

spatial arrays by placing the grammatical subject of a sentence in the array,

and then moving the grammatical object with respect to the subject. _n

Clark (1969b)1 a thenr4-* has !Wand videspreel use imsgry

by experimental subjects. Re reported that "49i of the Ss in Clark (196Q a)

claimed that they used spatial imagery" (p. 402). Clark thus felt obliged

to conclude not that subjects fail to use imagery, but that has not been

demonstrated that the use of spatial im&pery differentially affects the

solution of three -term series problems" (p. 402).

seed for aglual array to combine premise information. At some point

during the course of problem solution, subjects must comprehend the higher-

order relation between the t_ lover-order relations expressed in the individual

premises. Such comprehension is tantaaount to making the transitive inference

needed to solve the problem. Spatial imagery theorists have specified at a

asonable level of detail how such comprehension can take place. Ruttonlocher

968), for example, argued on the basis of subjects' introspection, that'su

jects create an unary array of the two items contained in the first premise,

sad then use information from the second precise as a basis for Joining the

third it to the first two items. Linguistic theorists, however, have not

specified in reasonable detail how the transitive inference is actually made.

As luttenlocher and 'igen, (1971) have pointed out, "Clark (196981 attempted

to (Laclede an account of the comprehension of adjectives and comparatives as

well as an aeodunt of question ansverine, while basically ignoring the ques-

hi



ties of how

(1971) hes admitted

it 40e, sot toll y specify how information fT

"nsit
7

is combined" (p, 167). Cl

o late. TOT one thine.

see are (sic) com-

IMAM (p. 513). Until a linguistic account of the combination process

proposed, students of transitive inference are perhaps obliged to accept

only by default, spatial account of the combination process.

9ompmnbiltcy of data Rsttrris for kurporti4 arrays to those for

Phrelell Witt. One of Ruttenlocher's main arguments in favor of -patr&al

imagery has been that the difficulty of solving different forms of (linear)

syllogisms parallels the difficulty of arranging real objects according;

comparable instructions" (Huttenlocher et al., 1970). A series of experiments

has shown that the two types of items do indeed show parallel patterns cif

data (RUttenlocher. Eisenberg. li Strauss. 199, Huttenlocher et al., 197

Huttenlocher I. Strauss, 1960. In a typical experiment, Huttenlocher and

her colleagues vdrald require subjects to arrange blocks (trucks, human figures,

or the like) in a physical array. The terms of the arrangement task would be

presented in variety of toms, each fore paralleling a form of linear syllo-

gism. Response times and error rates for the physical ar g _nt task would

then be shown to be highly correlated with response times and error rates for

be limOar syllogisms task.

4istanee !Mat. Data reported by Po(1972,tts 1974) and by

colleagues (Trabasso & Riley, 1975; Trebasso, Riley, & Wilson,

1975) y to implicate some kind of spatial proc linear ordering

problems. to a typical experiment, subjects are taught a linear ordering of

items that bakes the form (A, C, D, I, F). Subjects are trained only on

adjacent of items. If subjects store information in the form of proposi-

tions relating the presented pairs of items, then one would expect that upon



ub able to Ju

C

em untrained and incited

Tranaltiv nee

rap y

than they woU.Id be able to judge the

t pair, say, mend Iv The former

d be 'immediately available in working memory, whereas the latter

d require at least one transitive inference relating to I via

pairs (4, C), (C, and (D, In fact, subjects able to judge the

relation between h and E more rapidly than h able to judge the rola-

the eagle- the

compatible with

tioo between 1 D. The further apart t

Judgment turns outito be. Thle symbolic. dist cc of

the kind or "internal parchophymi propoied ty Moyer 1973) and Moyer and

Bayer (1976), whereby a spatial analogue representation is constructed for

the array, crl

one another. 1,

distances from one another are more seals di

and hence easier to interrelate. }Python. distance effect has generally

eresentation arc compare'

rt

ments that al' a

ishable from one another,

been considered to be incoMpatible linguistic theories of representation.

Serial position effects. in the linear-ordering experiments described

subjects are trained on, all adjacent pairs of items in the linear or-

dering. Trabasso ani his colleagues (L.utkus i Trabasso, 1974, Riley & ?re-

basso, 974; Trabasso it al., 1975) have found that errors made during training

and retraining rth4hit a serial-position effect with respect to position of

the pairs in the 4 Sear orderintr Maximum errors occur middle pairs, and

fewer errors occur on pairs nearer the ends of the ordering. This aerie

position effect As interpreted as prime facie evidence for an eadorlylas spatial

array (see Dover, 1971). If subjects learning the pairs of items without con-
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ni the list as a det of indepen-

dates, then one would expect equal numbers of errors at dif-

the linear ordering. At worst, one might observe some

negative transfer for allcpoints except the end points of the array, since each

other point is learned as both greater bett -latter, et ) than one point

and less (worse, slower, etc.) than another point.
4

Diiectional preferences within linear Orderinggs

pairs used in linear syllogism problems, one adjective of a bipolar pair

results in more rapid or more accurate solution than the other. For example,

Use of the adjectives taller and better result in facilitated performance rela-

tive to the adjectives shorter and worse (Handel et al., 1968). These authors

have proposed that faster solution for the adjectives taller and better can be

accounted for by the facts that (a) taller-shorter is represented along a

continuum proceeding from top to bottom and better -worse is represented along a

continuum proceeding from right to left, and CO "people proceed more readily

in a downward than in an upward direction, and in a rightward than in a leftward

direction" (p. 513). This directional principle (b), together with the principle

many of the adj_c=

of end-anchoring described below, seemed to account for "the results of other-

vise inexplicable variation in difficulty among linear syllogisms" Soto et

al., 1965).

Arum effects. Investigators of transitive inference have re-
,

edly found end-anchoringieffects to their da

observed when it is easier tio solve alitransitive inference problem presented

frail the ends of an array inward than 9.t is to solve the problem presented from

ILthe middle of the array outward. Cans der, for example, the array (A, B, C). A

Bad-anchoring effects are
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ince

th the premises, "A is taller than B; C is shorter than BA ghoul

be salter to solve than a problem with the premises "B is shofter than A;

1.

is taller than C," because both premises in the first case tee end-anchored,

ebermas neither premise in the second case is end-anchored. DeSoto et al.

(1965) were the first to propose end-anchoring as a principle used in the

solution of linear ordering problems and Huttenlocher (1968) advanced this

proposal as yell. The two accounts differ slightly, however, in that DeSoto

at al. proposed that end-anchoring in either premise could facilitate solution,

whereas Ruttenlocher suggested that under most circumstances, end-anchorinta

vill facilitate solution only if it occurs in the second premise.

Correlations with atial visualization tests. Shaver, Pierson, and
1

Lang (1974) have reported correlations across subjects betveen errors in the

solution of linelr syllogisms and scores on tests of spatial visualization.

These correlations varied in magnitude, but an impressive number of.them

reached statistical significance. These correlations were interpreted __

evidence that spatial imagery is used in the solution of linear syllogisms.

!Valuation of pvidence for Spatial Representation,

With eight kinds of evidence converging on the same contusion, one

tempted to accept the conclusion without further ado. Yet, none of the eight

kinds of evidence proves to be conclusive consid

unction with the remaining kinds of evidence.

either by itself or in

Introspective reporti. Introspective reports of the use of imagery are

coon, and are acknowledged even by the most prominent linguistic theorist

(Clark, 1969b). A long-standing question in psycholog =y, however, has been

whet r'such reports can be accepted at face value. Many psychological inves-

tigators have been reluctant to accept introspective reports as more than sug-

gestive, and the recent data and theoretical framework presented-by Nisbett and
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Vile (1977) seem to justify this reluctance. Subjects appear to have little

or no conscious access to the processes they use in various kinds of cognitions.

Combinatiob of sE information, ffnbolic distance,

onion effects, and end-anchorins effects. Can a lihguistie representation ac-

aerial R(27

count fbr any of these effects? The answer appears to be affirmative: A email

modification and extension of a linguistic representation suggested by Holyoak

(Note 2) will predict all of these effects.

In the proposed representation, information about relations among, say,
c.

items A, B, C, D, and E of a linear orderingis expressed in the form of a hi-

erarchy of relations, as shown in Figure 1. In the present representation, un-

Insert Figure 1 about here

like in Holyoak's, nodes at a given level of the hierarchy can contain overlap-

ping information. At the highest level of th,e hierarchy, all items are clustered

together at a single node, and the items are therefore : tinguishable from

each other. At the lowest level of the hierarchy, each item forms its own separate

cluster, and each item is therefore distinguishable from every other item. Each

intermediate level of the hierarchy permits one additional differentiation of

items. For example, the second level, containing two clusters, permits differen-

tiation of A and E; the third level, Containing three clusters, permits dif-
,

ferantiation of A and D and of B and E; the same principle is applicable at each

successive level. When a subject interrogates the hierarchy, he or she

Mina to start at the top node and.vork downward in the hierarchy toward the

bottom node. Subjects are further assumed to use a breadth-first search order.

levels of Ohs hierarchy, d a random search Order within levels. For

example,. subjects will always interrogate both ABCD and MD! before interrogating
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sqy of ABC, BCD4 or Cpl. However, the order in which ABCD and DCDE are searched

is Waned to be random. In order to determine whether one elmient is to the

ft of (or is higher than, faster than, better than, etc.) another, two nodes

at Lome level Of the hierarchy must be found such that each element appears in

only one of the nodes and the first element is to the left of the other.

First, this hierarchy _titutes a unified representation of the five

items in the linear ordering. All possible order relations are expressed by

the relations among the nodes of the hierarchy. Second, the hierarchy can

account for symbolic distance effects. Suppose one needs to determine only

whether A is to the left of E. One can make this determination at-the second

level of the hierarchy, ce A but not E appears in the .left node and E but

not A appears in the right node. To determine whether A is to the left of D

,(or .E is to the left of E), however, one must go to the third level of tte

hierarchy. In general, thA closer together two elements are, the further down

in the hierarchy one must go to distinguish them, and hence, the longer the

search process is assumed to take. Third, the hierarch can account for se_

position effects in learnik.g. The.more relations one needs to .learn for a

given element, the longer that element should take to learn. Note that A and E

each appear at five nodes, B and D each appear at eight nodes, and C appears at

nine nodes. Thus, the endpoints are easiest to learn, and items become succes-

sively more difficult to learn as they approach the middle of the implicit linear

array. Fourth, the hierarchy can account for end - anchoring effects, if one

assumes that the relational hierarchy, like virtually any other structure, is

more easily constructed from the outside-inward than from the inside-outward.

The hierarchical structure described above is offered as a possible way in

Which subjecti sight represent information linguistically, rather than as the

actual vu subjects de represent information. The sole purpose of describing
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neture is to show that a fairly straightforward linguistic representation

can mount for many of the effects that have been believed to necessitate a

spatial representation.

CemParability of data patterns for

lecher's argument that data patterns fir reasoning with purported imaginal

arrays are very similar to those for pladement with actual physical arrays

and physical arrays, Hutten-

presents a reasonable case for the analogy between the two kinds of arrays.

The argument is strong, however, only if an alternative model not based on

such an analogy Makes differential predictions. Here is where the problem

has lay. DeSoto et Al. (1965) and Huttenlocher (1968) originally interpreted

their data as presenting a strong case in favhr of a spatial model of some

sort. At the time, these interpretttions seemed quite acceptable. Clark

(1969b later showed, however, that the items used in earlier research did not

distinguish between the previous spatial models and his new lidguistic model.

Negative equative items (with premises of the form "A is not as as B ") were

needed to distinguish between the two types of models. Clark's (1969a, 1969b)

data from such items seemed to Clark to support the predictions of his linguistic

model but not of the earlier spatial m 1s. Huttenlocher et al. (1970) then

presented new data sh wing the analogy between results from a phylical placement
r.

task and a linear syllogisms task. Since her 1968 claim had been only that the

two kinds of tasks were analogous, e now felt justified in interpreting Clark's

data as supporting rather than refuting a spatial or rial model. Clark

(1972a) then carried tie debate still another step further by presenting data

from a physical placement task that did not correspond well to data from the

linear syllogisms task. As will be discussed later in the article, however, these
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-here exist at least some physical place- a_ tasks that

yield .sterns of results that do not correspond to oattems of results from the

linear syllogism task. To summarize, there seem to be two problem' confronting,

those mho argue for a spatial model on the -basis of an analogy between results

from physical placement and linear syllogisms tasks: First, the analogy does

not always -hold up; second, the analogy does not distinguish predictions of

a spatial model from those of a linguistic one.

Directional preferences. In general, adjectives that encourage top

or right-left processing are also those that are linguistically unmarked.

will be shove in the next section, linguistic theory also predicts facilitated

processing for these adjectives.

Correlations with spatial tests. Available correlational evidence for

spatial representation of information is eak, because although Shaver at al.

(1974) have shown convergent val ion of' the spatial hypothisis, they have

not shown discriminant validation with respect to the alternative hypothesis.

In other words, errors on the linear sylio- in task might well have correlated

with scores, on tests 6f linguistic reasoning ability as well as with scays on

tests of spatial visualization ability because of the general factor that per-

vades performance on both types of ability tests.' In order to provide a

stronger test of the spatial hypothesis, one would have to show high correiaA

time between linear1-syllogism and spatial test performance coupled with low

correlations between or syllogism performance and linguistic test performance.

Svidence for Linguistic Representation

Three principal kinds of evidence have been adduced in favor of a linguistic

-tation for information.

Pri9ciPle of primacy, of f4hetional ens. AecOrding to this principle

(Clark, 1969b), 'functional relations, like those of subject, verb, and direct obj
1 .

are stored, immediately after comprehension, in a more r..adily available form than

other kinds of information, like that of theme (p. 388). This principle forms
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the basis for the linguistic representation of information in terms of base

strings and underlying deep-structural transformations on 'Awe base strings.

Clark bastnot offered any direct experimental evidence to support the principle.

MI has interpreted Plaget's (1928) account of transitive inference as supporting

the principle, though, and has noted that "In solving problems out loud,

children verbalism the underlying base strings of comparative statements di-

rectly" (p. 399): Moreover, "the children in Donaldson's (5637 studies often

rrors as a result of their comprehension of propositions as base

p. 399). If this observattonal evidence is being inte red CO7

hen the evidence supports an underlying, linguistic dt.n;.strumrectly,

encoding'of the premise information.

Principle of lexical marking. According to , (l';-'69b) lex!.els1

marking principle, "the senses of certain 'positive' adje like &al crld

ice, are stored in memory in a less complex form than the senses of their

opposites" (p. 389). The "positive" adjectives are referred to is trrorked

.adjectives, end their opposites (for example, bad and short) are referred to

as marked adjectives. If a marked and unmarked adjective are placed at oppo-

_ite.ends of a continuum, the unmAvked adjective will gene_ _y form the name

of the. we generally think in terms of scales of goodness and

tallness, rather than in terms of scales of badness and shortness. Obviously,

s could have a scale of, say, shortness. But to ask how short a person i

immediately to imply that the person is short, whereas to ask how tall

does not Amply that the person is tall.

If, as Clark claims, marked adjectives are stored in memory in a more

ex form than is needed for unmarked adjecti 4 one might well expect

the enending of marked adjectives to be'mo e time-consuming than the encoding
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of kd adjectives, and indeed, all studies of transitive inference that

have investigated both marked and ussarked adjectives longer
.

la -

L

tancies or more errors associatan with items containing a ked adjectkres than

have been wd with items containing unmarked adjectives. This evidence they

fOre seems on its face to support the principle of lexical marking.

Principle of congruence. According to Clark (1969b), "information cannot

be retrieved from sentence unless it is congruent in its functional relations

with the information that Is being sought" (p. 392). According to this princi-

of congruence, transitive ferenee problems in Which information from the

premises is not congruent with the information sought should take longer to

solve than "- oblems in which the information is congruent, since additional_

time is needed in the former type of problem to establish congruence betveen

the question and the predises. Suppose, for example, the question is "Who is

best?" and the answer is A. If A were encoded from a premise such as "A is

better than B," then solution should be relatively rapid, since A vas encoded

in terms of the comparative better and the qnestion asks vho is best. Suppose

that instead, the relevant premise was "B is worse than A," which, according to

Clark, can expanded to "B is worse than A is bad." This premise does not

contain information congruent with the question. The question can be answered

only if it is reformulated to read, "Who is least bad?" This reformulation takes

additional time, and as an added step, increases the probability of an error on

a problem. If, as Clark's (1969a, 1969b) data est people do use the princl

pie of congruence in solving transitive inference problems, then further support

Is provided for the linguistic model.

for Ainamittic Representation

bialkakt 2t aL Wain 11: functional EILIM1261. The evidence

-pylon the principle of the primacy of functional relation is su estivr at
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n subjects' direct -spietive reports of

spatial imagery. At present, the principle 'pre as a presupposi-

tide for the remaining two principles than as a principle that is testable in

its own right.

ftinsivle The mare existence of a marking effect does

in itself argue fOr a linguistic representation for information: As noted

earlier, a number of investigators have noticed that the unmarked form of a

palar adjective pair is generally the form that would be expected to appear at

the top of a spatial arr- r. According to Buttenlocher and Higgins (1911), "the.

unmarked adjective would be toward the top because it designates the presence

.of a space -occupying property, and the marked adjective toward the bottom because

it designates the absenli of that property" (p. 497). And since DeSoto et al.

(1965) proposed that working from thi top down is easier than working frog the

bottom up in a spatial array, a spatial model could account for the marking effect.

If an adjective pair could be found in which the marked form suggested the

top of a spatial array and the unmarked form suggested Ithe bottom of a spatial

array, then, according to Clark (1969b), it would be possible to disentangle the

spatial and linguistic accounts f the marking effect. Such an adjective pair

is found in dim-shallow, where daE, the unmarked adjective in the pair, suggests

the lower end of a spatial array. Clark (1969b) has reported that when subjects

are presented with linear syllogisms containing the adjective pair, leershs.11ow

the standard msrking effect is obtained. This result, then, _s the lin-

fibletic rather than the spatial account of marking. One must be reluctant to

amide between repreientations0 however, on the basis of a single adjective pa

especially one that is so unrepresentative of adjective pairs in general. Another

adjective

to those profile

WI is reported dark (1969b) to show results opposite

lexical marking, although the results obtained by Handel et
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equate support for the principle of congruence. In a series of

rec.!! experiments !ICU and Scholz (1975) obtained a congruence effect under

-some circumstances but not under others. Clark's (1969b) data provide only

weak support for the'principle of congruence, and "Clerk 1969a data show

That when the answer is in the first premise, and the some adjective appears in

both premises, a problem is easier when the adjective in the question does not

match that in the premise!' (24.7% errors) than when it does match (31.4%)"

(Huttenlocher 6 Higgins, 1972, p. 424). On the basis of the data from Clark's

two articles, therefore, Huttenlocher and Higgins (1972) retain their "original

conclusion that there is no strong evidence for 'congruence" (p. 424)1

Processing of Information in Transitive Inference

The controversy over information processing in transitive inference is

Ouch less sharply defined than the controversy over information representation,

because neither the spatial nor the linguistic theorists have formulated proses

models. Instead, the theorists have preferred to formulate their theories in

teras,of principles. These principles have been used as a basis for differen-

tial latency and error predictions in a way that suggests that one or more re

time operations may correspond to each principle. These operations in turn

lead to differences among item types in latencies and error rates. The corres-

pondence has remained implicit rather than explicit, however, in the writings

of Helot°, Muttenlocher, and Clark. Johnson-Laird (1972) noticed the corres-

pondence, and constricted process models based upon the spatial theory of DeSoto

et el. (1965) the linguistic theory of Clark (1969b ), anand the operational theory
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in sufficient dot-

Permit quantification or simulation. Later in this article, process models are

that eorresOhnd approximately to the spatial and lisauistic models,

process modals are quantified to yield explicit latency predictions.

'UAW's° discussion of isfOrmation processing, therefore, is deferred til

later in the article.

Treatmoldt ABA. Subject Variables on;Representation and

This section considers the effects of mode of problem presentation, relational

practice, d subject differences on the solution of linear syllogisms.

Mode of Problem Presentation

Transitive inference problems have been presented in a variety of vat's.

The present discussion will be confined to modes of presentation for linear

syllogisms, of which there have been four.

Presentation of whole probles for unlimited time. Hunter 957) and Clark

9b) presented subjects with full linear syllogisms, and gave subjects as

long as they needed to complete solution.

Presentation of first premise f 1 d separately x second premise, and

question. Huttenlocher (1968) presented each subject with the first premise of

a linear syllogism, and then asked the subject two questions intended to assure

that the subject understood the premise. Ruttenlocher then presented each sub-
-..

and finally the question. Latencies ere recorded

beaming after presentation of the second prowls- ending with the subject's

ream__ to the question.

ject with the second

PritinatioRgiajw:.-vm prem fol4oved sew question.

s and labels (1975) presented subjects with the two premises of the linear

em and gm them as long as they needed to process the information con-
s

is the Arses. When the subject indicated that he or she vas ready, the

vim presented separately. Latencies were recorded both for primal',

time and Sir question proeessing time.
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Clark (196%), ftewt* et

975) presented subjects vith fill linear

Tf a subject was able to solve a probl

or her response was counted as eorreet.

tion. No -tically investigated

the driblets of node of presentation upon representation and process in linear

syllogistic reasoning. Data pertinent to these effects vill be presented in

the experiments described later in this article. Data very recently collected

in my laboratory, hoveer,fsurgest that the effects of presentation mode are

much mars complex than anyone has realised, and that differences in presentation

mode account for certain discrepancies that appear in the literature on linear

syllogistic oning These Very recent data Viii be presented in a separate

article (Sternberg, Note 3).

allay ocial Teri

The effects of relational terms (usually adjectives) hags been most thoroughly

studied by DeSoto et al. (1965) and Handel et al. (1968). Two charac CS

of the relational terms hara received most attention: differences in directional

preference between and within bipolar pairs, and differences in difficulty between

md within bipolar pair-

21.12sIlial =Mumma arch of De

has Suggested that subjects tend to order certain relati

relati

of Mandel et al.

Am and elm, vertically in spatial array

are porrally represented

such as earliernkeir. aM

With earlier mud goner at the

re, such as

such as

end of each array Other

tended to evoke
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ear directional preferences.

tested subjects with

pairs. Although they

ly test differences in it difficulty as a ?unction of

spatial direction, it is clear from their data that relational terms for

which subjects verge Inconsistent in their spatial directions were more dif-

flc" ult to procesitthan were relational teems for which subjects were con-

'latent. Within relational pair- DeSoto et al. (1965) and others have fotind

that items are easier when presented with the adjective or a pair that encour-

ages top-down rather than bottom-up processing, or left-right rather than

right-left pro sing.

Practice Effects

+Constant atrate,Y. Most theorists seem to assume that subjects are con-

stant in their strategy: The subjects quickly settle upon a strategYbe it

spatial or linguisticand maintain that strategy throughout their problem solving.

Spatial -to- linguistic strategy champs 'Mothesis. Citing the theory and

data of Wood (Note 4). Mason and John01-Laird (1972) have proposed that

the inexperiencel ub!ect represents the praises in a unified fort

with or without imagery) because this likely to be the normal

practical mode of dealing with the relational information. but by

dist of sheer repetition this approach is likely to give way to a

purer sad more formal strategy geared to the specific Strain

of the problem....In short, subjects seen likely to PASS from an

smooch analogous to the DOGE theory to one analogous to the

umuroric theol7. (p. 122)

Asserdimg to this hypothesis, one would expect subjects to follow a spatial

Media early during their experience with linear syllogisms, and to switch later

2 ,
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of a linguistic strat

d

egy after practice with three -term ries problems. The opposite tem-

poral sequence is indicated by our results, suggesting that in this

case at least, imagery provided the economical and specialized"

strategy. (p. 373)

According to this hypothesis, then, subjects are assumed to follow a

spatial strategy early during their experience with linear syllogisms, and

to switch later to 4 lrw-u ay.

Individualz Differences

There has been relatively little systeiatic investigation of n dual

differences in linear syllogistic reasoning. Burt (19 first to

discover that these items distinguished between high and lov ability individuals,

and U801 the items on a test of mental ability. Keating and Caraslazza (1975)

found substantial iffercnce in .eve' ^# per tIn linear syllogisms

between high and low ability students in the fifth and seventh grades, and

also some evidence of strategy differences. Clark (1969b) reported that 49$ of

his subjects in the Clark (1969a) experiment reported use of visufil imagery; Shaver

it al. (1911.) reported figure of T3S. More interests gly, they found an inter

action between reported use or nonuse of imagery and reported relative difficulty

of visual versus oral problem presentation. Subjects who reported use of imagery

rare also more likely to report that visual presentation was more difficult than

oral presentation, Whereas subjects who did not report use of imagery were more
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likely o report that oral presentation was more difficult than visual presen-

tation. These results are consistent with the hypothesie that reading the

problems may have interfered with the use of imagery by the visualizing sub-

Jeets. Shaver at al. (1974) also reported differential. patterns of correla-

tions for men and women between errors in solving linear syllogisms and

spatial visualization scows: At least some statistiLAllv significant corre-

lations were obtained for men but not for women. Finally, Handel et el. (1968)

found that subjects differed widely in their directional preferences for

certain relational pairs, although these authors did not undert&ke a systematic

investigation of these individual differences. At the very least, we can say

that there is evidence of meaningful individual differences in subjects' solving;

of linear syllogisms, although the nature of these individual differences needs

to be elucidated further. An attempt in thit direction is made in the data

to be presented later.

THREE INFORMATION-PROCESSING MODELS OF TRANSITIVE INFTRENCF

Preview

Three information-processing models of transitive inference will be

presented. The three models are applied to (and later tested on) the most widely

studied kind of transitive inference problem, the linear syllogism. The three

models are a spatial model based upon the DeSoto at al. (1965) and Huttenlocher

(Huttenlocher, 1968; Huttenlocher & Higgins, 1971) models, a linguistic model

based upon the Clark (1969b) model, and a new linguistic-spatial mixed model.

Although the first information- processing models are based upon previous

models, they are not isomorphic to these previous models. In order to make

the empirical claims of each model specific, and to facilitate comparisons

among models, each of the present models (unlike previous Ones ) was expressed

as (a) an information- processing model in flow-chart form, and (b) a linear
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mathematical model corresponding to the information-processing model. Quanti-

f'ication of the models permitted more rigorous testing of the empirical claims

or the models than has been possible in previous research. Although the first

tvo models are not identical to any previous models, they do seem to capture

many of the major intuitions of the previo ss models upon which they-are based.

The third model is not based upon any particular previous model, although

parts of this new model draw upon previous models. In its mixture of linguistic

and spatial 7-ocesses, it seems most akin to ideas that have been proposed by

Trabasso (1975).

The particular realizations of the spatial and linguistic models presented

below are obviously not the only possible ones. linear models probably are,

%Fever, the simplest mathematical models that could do justice to the original

conceptualizations. I have experimented with more complex, nonlinear realiza-

tions of the. original conceptualizations, but have been unable to find any

implementations that improved nontrivially the fits to data obtained with the

linear models. Thus, although other, more complex realizations are possible,

it remains to be shown that any is better able to account for data than the

simple realizations presented here. Similarly, there are numerous possible

mixed spatial - linguistic models of linear syllogistic reasoning. Again, how-

ever, it remains to be shown that any alternative mixture model is superior to

the one presented here. I have been unable to find a superior mixture model- -

linear or nonlinear --and as will be shown, the residuals of the predicted values

from the observed data are generally small and unsystematic.

The models to be presented all agree that there are certain encoding,

negation, marking, and response operations that contribute to the latency with

vbich a subject solves a linear syllogism. All full linear syllogisms contain

certain terms &Rd relations to be encoded, and require a response. Only some
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linear syllogisms contain premises with negations and marked adjectives.

Although the models agree on the presence of these operations, they disagree

as to which of the operations are spatial and which are linguistic. The

models also disagree as to what further operations are required. This di-

vergence is particularly important, because it provides the basis for dis-

tinguishing among information-processing models via the linear models. Be-

cause the models are partially nonoverlapping in the operations alleged to

be used in solving linear syllogisms, the models make different latency pre-

dictions across item types.

The miry[ models of inear syllogistic reasoning will be presented with

reference to an example of a relatively difficult linear syllogism; C is not

tall as B; A is not as short as B; Who hortest7 The correct answer is

C, and by convention, A will always refer to the extreme item at the unmarked

end of the continuum, and'C to the extreme item at the marked end of the continuum.

f
Process Models

Spatial Model

A flow chart for a spatial model is presented in Figure 2. In this and

subsequent flow charts, each box represents a mental operation consuming real

time. Latency parameters corresponding to each operation are indicated next

to each box, but will not be discussed until later.

Insert Figure 2 about here

Solution starts by the subject's reading the first premise, "C is not as

tall as B." The nature of the next operation depends upon whether or not the

adjective in the first premise is marked. Since tall, the adjective encountered
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in the first premise of the example, is unmarked, seriation occurs in the pre-

Aimed, trp -dovn direction: A spatial array is constructed in which C is

placed above H.

Sort, the premise is checked for the presence of a negation. If 0 nega-

tion is present, the two terms in the spatial array are flipped in space, so

that the top term becomes the bottom term and vice versa. In the present

example, the positions of terms C and B are reversed so that B is now placed

over C.

The subject then reads the second premise. Since the adjective in the

second premise, short, is marked, the two terms placed into a spatial

array in the nonpreferred, bottom-up direction, with A below B. Since there

also a negation in this premise, A and B are flipped around in the ar Y,

so that B is below A.

. Previous (for example, DeSoto et al., 1965; Trabasso & Riley, 1975)

has suggested that end-anchored premises are easier to process than are premises

that are not end-anchored. In other words, subjects prefer to work from the

ends-of the array inward, rather than from the middle of the array outward. A

possible reason for this preference is that end-anchored premises bring one to

the pivot, or,Middle. term of the series. If one ends up' on the middle term, it

is immediately available for use as the pivot of the array. If one does not end

up on the middle term, one must search for it, taking additional time. In the

present formulation of the model (as in DeSoto at al.'s, 1965), end-anchoring

facilitates processing of both premises. Huttenlocher (1968) has proposed that

in general, only end-anchoring of the second premise facilitates performance,

although the difference between the two formulations proved inconsequential to

the rank order of the models to be described.
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tom the two premises, corn-

aiming information from them. According to DeSoto it al. (1965), premise in-

fOrmation is easier to seriate from the top down rather than from the bottom up.

Therefore, the problem is easier if the top and middle terms of the array occur

in the first premise than if the bottom and middle terms occur in the first

. premise. In the present example, the bottom and middle terms occur in the

first prestos (C and B respectively), so that the information from the two

4
premises is soriated bottom-up (or in general, in whatever is the sore diff

cult direction for a given

Next, the subject reads the question. If the question adjective is marked,

the subject seeks the response at the nonpreferred (usually bottom) end of the

array. Otherwise, he or she seeks the response at the preferred (usually top)

end of the array. In the present example, the question adjective is marked, so

that the more time-consuming process is required. The subject has now foun4 the

answer to the problem, and can respond.

Linguistic Model

A flow chart for linguistic model is presented in Figure 3. The subject

Insert Figure 3 about here

solution by reading the first premise. If the adjective marked, then

tion represented by the adjective is more difficult to encode linguisti-

cally, and additional time is consumed in the encoding. In the example, the

adjective tall is not marked, so more rapid encoding is possible. Regardless

of vbether or not the adjective marked, information about the relatio

stored as a pair of,deep- structural propositions: (C tal1+; 3 is twill).

Next, the u

roles of the

-becks for a negation. If a negation is present, then the

in the propositions are reversed: (B is tall

3.i

C is tall).
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operation, like the encoding operation for marked agjee

is a linguistic one. The entire relation is stored in long-term memory. The

elation Is also stored in working memory, but in compressed fore: (I is tall+).

The subject compresses the relation because storing the full relation in

kisg nenory would use up more processing space than the subject has available

to allocate to the relation. given that he or she must retain sufficient space

for processing the second premise.

Neat, the subj s the second premise. Here, the adjective short

is marked, so additional time is spent in encoding the relation. The relation

is initially stored in working memory as (A is short B is short), and then,

since there is a negation, the roles of the terms are reversed: (B is shorts;

A is short). Since the heavy space-using encoding operations have been corn--

pleted, there is no need to compress the second premise. Moreover, since B

appears in both premises, it is easily recognized as the pivot term. In this

particular case, the pivot is immediately available.

Under some circumstances, the pivot is not immediately available. Suppose

the first premise had been "B is not as short as C." Eventually. the subject

would have retained .f.n working memory the compressed proposition, (C short+).

But since the C term does not appear in the second premise, the subject is unable

to determine from his her encoding of the tvo premises what the pivot term

is: Bach name appears in working memory just once. The subject is assumed to

retrieve from long-term memory the. missing link between the premises: (B is

short). Once this proposition is in working memory, the subject can recognize

the pivot term. But this pivot search operation has taken additional time.

that in this model, the search for the pivot is a search for linguistic

infOrmation, "Areas the search vas for spatial information in the spatial model.

found the pivot, the subject Is ready to read the question. (In
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this model, there is no seriaticn operation intervening between pivot search

and question reading, because subject. are assumed t' store separately the

functional relations underlying the two premises.) If the question contains

a marked adjective, additional time is spent in encoding it. Finally, the

Subject is ready to solve the problem. In the example, the subject seeks the

individual who is shortest. All propositional information is now made available

to working se for the final search. Solving the problem entails finding

the individual who is shortest, that is, who is short* relative to the pivot,

but no such individual is found in the example. The problem is that the form

of the question is incongruent with the way in which the answer term has been

encoded. Whereas the shortest term, C, was previously encoded as tall (relative

to the tell+ the question asks for the person who is shortest The subject

therefoe must make the question congruent with the problem terms as encoded.

Re or she does so by looking for the least tall individualsomeone Who is tall=

relative to a tall pivot, or tall relative to a tall+ pivot. The subject can

now respond with the correct answer,

Lingulstic7ERILLIA Mixed Model

Motivation. Two basic ideas motivate the proposed linguistic- spatial mixed

model of transitive inference. The first is that in solving transitive inference

problems, subjects seem likely to use both linguistic and spatial operaticn

First they linguistically decode the verbal information presented in the premises;

thes they spatially recode the information into a form that permits the transitive

inference to be made. This kind of mixture model is consistent with the obvious

need for subjects to interpret the verbal input presented to them, and with their

frequent reports of spatial imagery in combining information from the two premises.

The position adopted bore is to that adopted by Lawson (19TTY, who in

udyin linear ordering problems concluded that
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memory. first, nformation about the holistic idea conveyed by t

tire set of sentences, and second, information in propositional

chat sentences were presented. (p. 9)

Leeson Suggests that holistic "knowledge of the ordering is represented in

a form that is an_a ogieal to a visual depiction of the scene (Huttenlocher,

1968)" (p. 8).

second basic idea is that a major but previously unappreciated source

of difficulty in solving transitive inference problems is the need of the

subject at various points in the solution process to locate specific item
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at on, the results of this

of information are available in

e

the spatial array, in particular, the pivot d the response. In solving a

transitive inference problem, the subject's mind's eye traverses the spatial

array as necessary. Every time it moves from one location to another,

time is consumed. This notion of visual scanning of a spatial representation

is consistent with the sorts of visual scanning processes suggested by Shepard

(Cooper & Shepard, 1973; Shepard i Metzler, 1971) and by Kosslyn (1975). The

basic notion is that scanning of a visual array is analogous to scanning of

ical array, and in its course consumes measurable time.

Processing, strateAr. A flow chart tor the pro ed linguistic- spatial

mixed model is presented in Figure h. The subject begins solution by reading

Insert Figure h about here

the se. In order for the premise to be understood, it must be

!Simulated in tome of the kind of deep - structural propositions proposed by

the linguistic model* Encoding a marked adjective into this deep-structural

tnrsist takes 3 er than encoding an unmarked one. Also, the presence of a
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oraul ation of the deep - structural proposition. Thus,

as 5" I. originally formulated as (C is tall.; is tall),

sad 18 then refOrmulated as (II is tall+; C is tall), as in )11noistic

model. Once the deep-structural propositions for the premise are in final

linguistic form, the terms of the propositions are seriated spatially. If

there is a marked adjective, the subject takes additional time in seri ting

the relation spatially in the nonpreferred (usually bottom -up) direction.

If the adjective is not marked, then the precise is seriated in the preferrei

(usually top-down) direction. Note that whereas a negation is processed li

guistioally, a marked ive is processed first linguistically (in com-

prehension) and later spatially (in seri on). After eriating the first

premise, the subject repeats the steps described above for the second premise.

In order for the subject combine the terms he premises into a

single spatial array, the subject needs the pivot available. The pivot

either immediately available from the linguistic encodinrof the premise_,

or else it must be found spatially. According to the mixed model, there are

two ways in which the pivot can become available immediately: (a) It is the

ngle repeated term from all previous linguistic encodings; or (b) it

the last term to have been linguistically encoded. These rules have different

implications for affirmative and negative premises.

In pro ems with two affirmative premises, the pivot is always immedi-

suar available, since each premise has been linguistically encoded just once.

One term, the pivot, is distinctive from the others in that more than one re-

lational tag has been associated with it, one from its encoding in the first

premise, and one from its encoding in the second preeise. The other two terms

h have just a single relational tag associated with them. The second princi-
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. Indeed, it, is appliedit the

The use of disitnctiveness as a cue to the Ade tity of the pivot fails

in problems with at least one negative promise. In these problems, each

promise containing a negation Is encoded in two different waysin its origi-

nal encoding and in its reformulated encoding in which the roles of the terms

have been reversed. The pivot is therefore no longer the only term h more

the relational tag associat.l with it, and it thus loses its d notive-

Dela. The subject must therefore search for the tern with the large. t number

onal tags, unless he or she can Apr1V the second principle.

When the distinctiveness principle fails, the subject att

the first premise to the last term to have been encoded in vor

this term of the seconi prenisp hftppenr tc be the pivot, the link is sir ee t3' ,

and the subject can proceed with problem solution. Pivot search can thus be

avoided if the last term to have been encoded is the pivot. But if this tern

is not the pivot, the link cannot be male, and subject must search for the

pivot--the term with the largest number of relational tags. This search for

the pivot takes additional time.

Once the pivot has been located, the subject seriates the terms from the

spatial arrays single spatial array. In forming the array, the

subject starts with the terms of the first premise, and ends with those of the

premise. The subject's mental location after seriation, therefore, is in

that half of the array described by the second premise. The subject next reads

the question. If there ii a marked adjective in the question, the subject will

take longer to encode the adjective, and to seek the response at the sOnpreferred

(usually bottom) end of the array. The response may or may not be immediately

o link

or'.

available. If the correct answer is irefIg half of the array where the subject

a.
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n (hie or her active location in the then the

resposse will be available immediately. If the question requires an answer

?root the other half of the array, how. he subject will have to search for

the response, mental ly traversing the array fry, one half to the ether and thereby

consuming additional time.

One in search operation iw used optionally under special circus=

stances. ublect has constructed a sharp spatial encoding. then he

or she is now ready to respond with the correct answer. If the biect's en-

coding is fussy, however, the subject may find that he or she is unable

respond with a sonable degree of certainty. The subject therefore checks

his or her tentative response as determined by the spatial represents n with

the iiPl thin'

the question ani response are congruent, the check is successful, and the s,b-

jecl nls. Tf th Tie tin I r are not conoruen!. vel. th-

subject refOrMulates as- ertain vhether _ conglrirnt

with the response. )nly then d- 1r she respon .

The notion of optional search for congruence depending upon qvtlity dr

encoding makes a strong prediction: that the use of this additional operation

should be associated with reduced encoding time. Indeed, subject' seek tc es-

tablish congruence only because they did not take the time to create a sharply

defined spatial encoding. mental ipulations CAA be controlled so that

the subject is either encouraged to or discouraged from creating a sharp spa=

tiel encoding. The experimental manipulations that result in one or the other

kind of encoding viii be described 1

conform to the prediction made above.

famisAin gem W_Ca
The Model' all agree that

_ will the degree to which the data

s and negations should increase
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elf thelat_Ome and marked

CO-

PTO*

disagree, however,

7rnsitiwe Iaf.rvrnee

3LA

elution latency is intros.

del, solution latency is increased beeause processing

requires a more complex encoding of informtioe

moused spatial array. According to the linguistic model, the additions

its free increased diff ulty in a linRu i.tic aacoelinit process.

the mixed model, negations evquird. a mnre coarples linguistic encoding

d adjectives require first more comple linguistic en-

°dine mid thou more complex spatial encoding.

The model. &Aro agree that some form of pivot .eer-ch it needled

Foetal ci cumst- The model- di

eumetances are. In the spa

that are ne end-aneho

pi,

however, as to what these cir-

search is required for premises

in 011r11 the first term is

the middle rather then an en a spatial array. Absence of end-anchoring

necessitates search through the visualized spatial array. In the linguistic

_1 pivot search reaults from compression of the first premise in the deep -

structural encoding. If the term that vas dropped from working memory In cor-

pre ion happens to be the pivot term, then the subject has to retrieve that

term bath from long-term memory. In the mixed model, pivot search is required

If the reformulated deep-structural version of negative second premise does

mot have the pivot in its latter (and bent

The spatial and mixed models agree the

recently available) proposition.

of tiro two premises

nod into a finale unified representation. This combination is ac-

_hrough a striation operation In 'which each of the two partial spatial

arroyo is mined into a single array. The linguistic model disagree func-

tiOmel relation* from the two promise

Ere linguistic and sized models

establish oongruemee between Question

stored separately.

In the need for OD operation to

r, but in the mimed model
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es lia nt of congruence is optional. It is used only when the spat

tea is of insufficient quali-4 to permit he subject to respond

to the problem with a reasonable degree of certainty. 80 operation for the

establishment of congruence *stets in the spatial model.

in the spatial model, subjects are hypothesised to prefer working in a

certain direction (usually top -do ) between as v.11 as within premises.

Generally'. this preference means that ex llwill be spent in seri

the term he preferred end of the array does not occur in the first

preeles. M --spondina additional latene

gUietie Or mixed model.

In the linguist. is model, sub loots search the d pm-etrUetural propn-

s in either lin-

ns for the torn tha t. Answers the evJes on. In a

Obvious which ter. corres ;or±is to vhiAh question adJOCtive, for example,

the tallest term might be at I

linguistic propositions,

he shortest term at the bottc

no such obvious correspondence, so th

the subject must check both extreme terms relative to the pivot, inr

the correct answer.

In the Mixed model, b ects have to search for the response to the

problem if their active location in their final spatial array is not in the half

of the array containing the Subjects mentally traverse the a=rray to

the ether half, looking for the response. So corresponding operation exists

im either the spatial or linguistic model.

the models agree that the final operation is a rrespo se pr

nese, whereby the subject selects his or her answer.

MItheMatinel !Wel!,

s serer formulated from the information- processing

h operation ted by a boas in the
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of a limeer (b) these contri 4tton. turd solution

additive. Tbe formulation of the mathematical models in the contert 01

present experiesnts can be described only aft

on

experiments are describe

and so details of the quantification vill be deferred until a late- ion

of the article.

PaTEPINWNTAL

m nts conducted.

dress the three theoretirel q

or THE momn

riments were intended to

no near tho beeinning of the artir

Thus, the esparto- t- provide eviden,.* concerning

Information daring the. solutt n of trans

representations of

ye inference problems, (b) the

Processes thea re;r. entati-ns. er.; their latencies,

(e) the effects of modr

individual differences ur'n

obllem nrr.ontation. ive, session, and

entations ani proce see.

paradi em vas used ln order tohe first **p anent, a pr

m*thestatieal parameters that otherwise would have been confounded (6- 4

1977b, Chapter 4). In a precued condition, subjects would receive *W pa

he problem. They ,could be asked to do as much information proems ine as

stale this part of the problem before beimf shown the problem o its eat!

This prercusing paradigm presumably forced subjbets to read the quest1 n Iasi
7.

!Mares' Johnson -Lair l '1972) has suggested that subjec nay .typically

question first, prior to reading the premises. In a second experiment

a Similar precueing paradigm vas used, except that the question wee pre.

followed by the premises. The precueing paradigm in this expert
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-ent, may have forced subjects to adopt a linear

processing strateg that reflected the particular order in which the lines of

the problem happened to be presented ring precueing. In a third experiment,

thirster, precueing of the sort used in the first tvo experiments was aban-

doned. Instead, subjects received both two-term and three -term series prob-

lems on separate trials; the combination of item types permitted separation

Of parameters in much the same way that precueing did. In this experiment,

and in the two preceding it, each subject received every problem type with

each of three different adjective pairs. But this design may have enabled

subjects to recognize the applicability of a particular strategy to one adjec-

tive and then to carry this strategy over to other adjective pairs,

whereas the subject might never have used this strategy on either of the other

adjective pairs had each been presented in isolation. For eAample, a seeminply

spatial adjective pair like taller-shorter might prime a spatial strategy,

whereas a lessSpatial adjective pair like tter-worse .fight prime a linguistic

trategy. Shaver et al. (1974) have argued that priming does indeed occur.
, J

In the fourth experiment, therefore, thejiroqeBures of peririent 3 were repeated,

except e__11 subject received items a.l of Attich contained the same adjec-,

Live pair.

from the introductory

Method'

nt 1 were 16 Stanford unAergraduates preselected

ycholbgy subject pool. All 441 subjects in introductory

psychology received two brief ability tests: (a) a 3-minute word- classification

test requiring the subjects to select one of five words that didn't belong with

'the other flour; (b) a 3minute mental rotation test requiring subjects to iden-

tify which of a number of geometric forms were rotated versions of a target

) and Which Sere both rotated and reflected-versions of the target

4,
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( "different "). The tests were administered to all students simultaneously,

and Mare of the pencil - and -paper variety. ?bur subjects were then selected

for each of four groups: Hi Verbal - Hi Spatial, Hi Verbal - Lo Spatial,

Lo Verbal Hi Spatial, Lo Verbal - Lo Spatial. A high score was defined as

one between the 75th and 95th percentiles on a given test; a low score was

defined as one between the 5th and 25th percentiles._

Subjects in each of Experiments 2 and 3 were 18 Yale students, and in

Experiment 4 were 54 Yale students, from introductory psychology who volun-

teered to participate in order to receive credit toward a course participa-

tion requirement. Subjects were nonoverlapping between experiments

were not prescreened in any way.

Stimuli. The basic experimental stimuli were 32 types of linear syllo-

gisms. Items were constructed by varying- whether (a) the adjective in the

first premise was marked or unmarked, (b) the adj ective it the secanti premise

was marked ar unmarked, (e) the adjective in the nuestion was marked or unNarked,

(d) Voth premises were affirmative .(for example, John is taller than Bill) or

neLative equative (for example, Bill is not as tall as John), the correct

answer was in the first premise or the second premise. In Experiment 1, three

adjective pairs were used: taller-shorter, oder-younger, faster - slower.

Experiments 2, 3, and 4, the adjective pair better-worse was substituted for

older Terms of the problems were common first names. Half of the

names were of men and ilalf of women, although men's and women's names never

both occurred in- the same problem. Half of the names were one syllable in length;

half were two syllables in length, although all names within a given problem

had the same number of syllables.
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Ability ests. In eriment 1, subjects received three verbal tests,

three spatial tests, and two Abstract reasoning tests. The verbal tests were

synonyms-antonyms and verbal analogies from the Concept Mastery Test, and the

mord classification test used for preselection. The spatial tests were the

Minnesota' Paper Form Board, the French Cube Comparison Test, and the french

Card Rotation Test, which was the test used for preselection. The latter

two tests are from the French Kit of\Reference Tests for Cognitive Factors

(French, Ekstrom, & Price, 1963). The abstract reasoning tests were Figural

Analogies from the 1934 form of the American Council on Education (ACE) Psy-

chological Examination for College Freshmen, and the French Figure Classifi-

cation Test. An additional test, the Gordon Test of Visual Imagery, was also

used, but since it was uncorreleted with anything else, it will not be con-

sidered further.

In Experiment 2, two more verbal tests, a second verbal alogies test

and a sentence completion test, were added to the battery of tests described

above. The Gordon Test was deleted from this and subsequent experiments. Test

2 (figure classification) from the Cattell Culture-Fair Test of Form A, was

substituted for the French Figure Classification Testa Otherwise, the same

tests were used as in Experiment 1. In Experiment 3, the Concept.MA tery Test

was deleted, but all other tests were the same as in Experiment Experiment 4

used the sentence completion test,Yrm #E of the Differential Aptitude Test (DAT)

Verbal Reasoning (analogies) subtest, French Card Rotation, French Cube Compari-

eneirors S of the DAT Abstract Reasoning (series) subtest, and the ACE figural analogies.

Apparatus

In Experiment 1, linear syllogisms were presented via an Iconix three-

channel tachistoscope. In Experiments 2-4, linear syllogisms were presented
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vas to the nearest millisecond.

cure
am went 1. Subjects were first told the nature of the 11iea syllogism,

and than were introduced to the tachistoscope and how to use it. rinally, they

sere infermed of the manner in which the linear syllogisms, would be presented.

They were told that each trial would be divided into two parts: precueing and

solution. In the first part of the trial, subjects might be presented with ad-

.vane information that would help them solve the problem. Subjects were told

to do as much processing as possible on this advance information, taking as

long as they needed but no longer to utilize the information fully. They were

then to press a foot pedal, which would result in the full linear syllogism

appearing on the screen. They.were to solve each problem as rapidly as possi-

ble without making an error. They were then to indicate by pressing one of three

buttons on a button panel which of three. responses (left, middle, right) was correct.

The precueing manipulation was similar to that used by Potts and Scholz

(1975) in their study of linear syllogi4ms, and by Sternberg (1977a, 197Th) in

the study of analogies. There were two conditions of precueing. In the

first, only a lighted blank field appeared. This condition, of course, supplied

no advance information. In the second condition, the two premises of the problem

appeared '_or example, "Sam is taller than Joe. Joe is taller than Bob." The

full problem always appeared in the second part of the trial. A typical problem,

typed in IBM ORATOR typeface on a 6 x 9-inch index card, appeared in the following form:

Sam is taller than Joe.

Joe is taller than Bob.

Who is tallest?

Joe b Sam



the hot am line in random ord-

vas bone over sessions. The first session began with two

trial blocks of 16 items each, half, cued and half uncued. Test blocks also

Inference

consisted of 16 items each, with testis_ alternating between cued and uncued

"tens. In this experiment, adjective was confounded with presentation order.

Subjecteljeceived its with the adjective pair taller-shorter followed by

faster-slower in Session 11 In Session 2, subjects received blocks with both

of theseadjective,pairs plus the pair older-younger. In this session,

here were twice as many items with the pair older-younger as with the

other two pairs, so that by the end of the session, subjects had received each

-f32 item types with each adjective in each cue condition. Ability testing

was distributed over the two sessions, with the ability tests always adminis-

tered at the end of each session.

EXperinOnt Z. The procedure in Experiment 2 was the same as that in

1, with the following exceptions.

First, items were presented in a question-first format. All itemsdep-
.

.peared typed in IH4 ORATOR typeface on 4 x 6-inch index cards in the following

form:

Who is! tallest?

Sam is taller than Joe.

Joe is taller than Bob.

Joe Bob Sam

Second, there were three rather than two precueing conditions. In

the uncued Cairo -cue) condition, subjects received a blank field in the first

part of the trial. In the one-cue condition, subjects received just the question

in the first pert of the trial, for example, "Who is tallest?" In the two-cue

condition, subjects received both the question and the premises in the first part

4
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tallerr than V

anted in the second

the adjective pair better -worse was substituted for older-younxer,

tallerrehorterand faster-slower remaining as in liperiment 1. FUrther-

the presentation ofsdjectives was completely counterbalanced over three

sessions. Again, each subject received each item type with each adjective

each precueing condition.

Fourth, the first part of the trial vas terminated by a button rather

a foot pedal.

Ekperiment 3. In Experiment 3, as in Experiment 1, items were presented

h the question following the premises. The choice of three adjectives was

the same as in Experiment 2, with presentation of adjectives over three ses-

sions completely counterbalanced.

In this experiment, there was no"precueing. Subjects received only full

problems. But in addition to receiving linear - yllogisms (three-term.series

problems), subjects also received two -term ser -robldme which took the

following form:

Sam is taller than

Who is tallest?

Sam

e.

Joe

Following Clark (1969b), the ungrammatical superlative rather than the

grammatical comparative vas used in the question in order to increase uni-

formity with the linear syllogisms. Order of names on .01e bottom line was random.

Bich subject received each three-term series problem type three times with each

adjective; each subject received each two-term series problem type four times with

each adjective. The identical items were never used more than once, however.

4
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d on repet is of problem types. The eight types of tvo-

term series problems used in the experiment varied in vh ther the premise

adjective was marked or unmarked, (b) the question adjective vas marked or

unmarked, (c) the premise was affirmative or negative equative.

IkPerinent 4. Procedure in Experiment 4 was the same as in Experiment 3,

except that (a) 18 subjects in each of three groups received items with only one

of the three adjective pairs taller-shorter, betti worse, faster- slower,

(b) each subject received each two-term series problem type three times with

each Adjective pair, (c) testing was done in two rather than three sessions,

with the first session devoted to series problems and the second session

devoted to ability testing.

Design

Experiments 1, 2, and 3 used fully within - subjects designs All subjects

received all items. Experiment 4 used a between-subjects design across adjec-

tive types: Subjects received problems with only one of the three adjective

pairs, In Experiments 1 sr 2, precueing conditions were completely crossed

with item types that is, each of the 32 types of linear syllogisms appeared

in each cueing condition. In these experiments, the dependent variables were

response times for the first and second part of each trial. In Experiments 3

d 4, tt.,4 single response latency for each item was the dependent variable.

Independent variables were adjective markedness for each premise and the

conclusion, polarity of premises (affirmative or negative equative), and lo-

cati6M of correct response (first premise or second premise).
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.911E=Wriss of Information-Pri,cessige

the duration of each information-processing

Component are Shown next to each box of the flow charts. The design of the

experiments made it possible to estimate some, but not all; of these parame-

ters in an unconfounded fashion. Table 1 shows the parameters that were

estimated for each . model in each experiment. The contents f the table

will be interpreted fully for the mixed model. Interpretation for the

other two models follows along the same lines.

Insert Table 1 about here

The design of the experiments pie it possibieto esti- te.tbe dunk i_

of negation (NES), pivot search (P5$), response. search (RS), and noncongruence

(NCON) in an.unconfounded fashion in each experiment. The optional noncongru-

ence operation was relevant to the task only in Experiments 3 and 4, where the

absence of precueing was hypothesizes to result in hastier and ems sharp

codings. The NCON,p4rameter was thus estimated only in the lam two experiments.

Response compon'nt time (RES) could be estimated in isolation only in Experiment

2. 'This parameter includes time to scan the presented answer options, as well

to .fsdicate a response.

In all four experiments, seriation of the two premises into a single array

(SW, premise reading (FR ), and encoding and seriation of relations described

by unmarked adjkotives (NMAR1 and NMAR2) were confounded. The Single "mated

parameter for tNesi,confoumded encoding operations has been designated ENC+.(The

0 in this and futur parameters represents a mixture of operations.) ENC+

contains a slightly different mixture of operations in Fcperiments 1 and 2 (ENC.].

4
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from that in nts 3 and 4 (En+
2

The marking parameter,.

estimated as incremental time for processing marked adjectives over time for

Processing unmarked ones. Additional time for linguistic encoding of relations

expressed marked adjectives over time for relations expressed by unmarked

adjectives is equal to MARDI- NMAR1. Additional time for spatial seriation of

relationiumpressed by marked adjectives is equal o MARK2-NMAR2. In Experi-

ment 2, question reading time (CIE) vas estimated as the confounded QR +, since

it included small amounts of encoding and seriation time for unmarked adjec-

tives (WW1 and NMAR2). Response component time (RES) vas confounded in

Experiment 1 with question reading time and with some time for encodinr
4

and 'striating of unmarked adjectives (NMAR1 and NMAR2); in Experiments 3 and 4
it was also confounded with some premise reading time (Ps). The confounded

parameter for uncued and cued conditions combined is designated ngs+. In the

uncued conditions alone, it was not possible to separate encoding from response

operations, leading to additional confndings for uncued data analyzed sena ately.

The confounded parameter estimated from uncued data only is designated RES++, and

is the sum of (ENC +) +(RES +).

In all, six parameters were estimated' for the mixed model in Experiment 1,

using the combined uncued and cued data. Seven parameters were estimated for

the mixed model in Experiments 2, 3, and 4, again urine the combined cued and

uncued data. (In Experiments 3 and 4, two -term series problems served the same

function as precueing in Experiments 1 and 2--that of separating additional

&meters. ) Six parameters were estimated for the linguistic and spatial models

in Experiments 1, 3, and 4, and seven were estimated in iment 2. Further

pricuoing (for example, separation of the first premise of a linear syllogism

from the remainder of the problem) could have been used to separate further some

of the still confounded parameters, but the additional information to be gained

4
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ustify the increase in the number of parameters that would

2064 to be situated.

htseerm. 1st on

%remoter estimation was done by linear multiple regression, using solu

tion-latency for each item type as the dependent variable, and structural as-

Poets of the items as independent variables. Solution time was predicted as

the sum of the number of times each hypothetical operation had to be executed,

which was given as an independent variable, times the duration of each hypo-

thetical operation, which was estimated as a parameter. Structural aspects

and values of the independent variables derived from them are shown for three-

term series problems in and term series problems in Table 3.

is used te des-

item type. The symbol ".>" is used to denote an unmarked adjective relatifl

erms; the symbol " is used to denote a marked adjective. A slash drawn

through either of these two symbols, ".$ " or "Alt ", denotes the expression

"not as as."

At the left side of es h table, a slr'r

_ w=

Insert "fables 2 and about here

The body of each table shows the values of the independent variables

as multipliers to estimate the parameters designated at the top of each column.

Values are not shown for the conditions with precueing in Experiments 1 and

although these values can be easily inferred (as discussed below). Three

parameters, encoding time (ENC+), incremental marking time (MARK) and negation

time (srG), were estimated in the same way for each model (that is, the independent

variables were identical), although these parameters have different information-

processing implications in each model (see Figures 1-3) and may contain different
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of hypothesised Aostponent processes (see ble Pivot search time

(PON ) and response Seam

as well as moncongruente time ( in Experiments 3 and h. Noncongruence

time (NCOPI a.-id linguistic pivot search time (F L) were ted for

also estimated for the mixed model,

the 11 4uietic model. Spatial pivot search time (PSS) and fn.- tal stria-

tio- tile for the nonpreferred direction (S N) were also el,limated for the

Spatial model. SRN is the time it takes to seriate in the nonpreferred direc-

tion as an increment over time taken to seriate in the preferred direction.

perusal of Table 2 will reveal that the value of EN-+ remains constant

4k7r all 32 types of three-term series problems. It vas for this reason that

either precueing (Experiments 1 afld) or -term series problems Experiments

3 and 4) were also needed in order to estimate this parameter. These aiditionn2

problem types silo rovidei her Gases for estimating parameters beside rwc#,

as can be seen in Table 3 for the case of the two -tern series problems.

The use of precueing affected the values of the independent tables in

0

systematic ways. Consider theef t o' precueing upon the values of inderen-

dent variables for Experiment 1. Recall that subjects were presented with the

premises in the first part of the trial, so that they needed to process only

the question and response alternatives in the second part of the trill. In the

cued condition, the independent riable for encoding shown in the VC+ column

drops to 0 for all 32 item types, since all elements entering ESC+ lation,

premise ding, and processing of unmarked premise adjectives- -are teemed to

have taken place during the first part of the trial. The number of marked adjec-

tives is always 0 or 1, depending upon whether or not the question adjective is

marked. The nber of negations is always 0, since negations occur only in the

premises. Pivot search becomes irrelevant (and hence of value 0) in ilach model,

because it is confined to processing of the premises. Incremental seriation in
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vire 32
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t in the spat

processes remain,

se processes cannot telex -lane entil the miss-

does not appear _Al the second pert of

values

is in e

ditional 32 cued item typei

to be predicted. In Experiment 2, t

In ftperiment

of 64 data

tionsl 64

cued item types, for a total of 96 data points. In !viper-Insets 3 and 4, there

mere an additional 8 two-term series item types, for a total of 10 data points.

Results

The results of the experiments will be presented in fir major parts.

basic statistics for the linear syllogisms.data will be presented. Secon

qualitative aspects of the fits of the mathematical models to the latency data

Mill be described. Third, quantitative septets of the fits of the model'i to

the data will be described. Fourth, the latencies of individual component pro-

ceases in linear syllogistic re sOn.sig will be discussed. Fifth, individual

differences in transitive in will be examined, anti rill be shorn to help

eb spatial rpm linguistic processes.

tietiv

Is present. basic statisticsmeans and their it

itae tor the data sets that were used in mathematical mode

Insert Table 4 about
WIIM,IINAMMIEMMINWNWFM

There vas no

across oil:orients in overall mese solution

) 0 1.619 14.01. license selection of sWetti.se webers

t.);
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_ens differed ac=

eifieemee tests vire conducted on these data sots: Visual inspection reveals

sonsistant effect CUT', however. In

O0botafti decline in ion time across

not appear in > periaent 2.

The error rate in each experiment vas 1%.

tative Pitt of she Models to the Dote

A five.Aray analysis of variance vas conducted on observed solution latencies

for uncued items and on predicted solution latencies for uncued items for each of

seats 1 and 3, there was

his patteft did

the three mathematical models. The five factors in the analysis were the same

ones that generated the 2
5

32 uncued item types used in each experiment: (a)

*doess versus unmarkedness of the first premise adjective, (b) markedness

versus unmarkedness or the seconi premise adjective, (c) markedness versus

unmarkedness of the question a tive, (d) affirmative versus negative aqua-

i_e_ (e) presence of the correct ansr in the first versus the second

Each cell of the 2 design contained four observations, namely, the

r subjects of the solution latencies for a given item type for a given

Data for individual subjects will be discussed at length later in

the article. In interpreting the results of the analysis of variance" .05

used as ism level for statistical significance.

e maini. The observed data shoved statistically significant

effects for marking of the first premise adjective, V(1,96) 8.53, p.4.001.

marking of the second premise adjective, P(1,96) v 25.42, 4.001, and marking

of the question adjective, F(1,96) 20.12, 4.001 All three models predicted

those Statistically significant marking effects. Whereas the the models pre

dieted the effect of marking to be the sons for all three adjective positions, holism

the data shooed differential effects for t positions. The predicted
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2be o rb
effecte es 56 meet for the first premise adjective. h mss feet the

gruel se adjective, and 358 me- for the qUestion adjective. The modelle, then

fore, more all satisfactory in accounting for the existence of a marking effect

but were all umaatiefictory in falling to account tor differences it the Meal-

tede of the effect as a ?Unction of which adjective was Marked.

Melo effect Of Rogation. The observed effect of negation, 1086 msee for

premises combined, was statistically significant. r(l,96) 185.12,

1. The predicted effect for each of the three models was also natio-

tically significant, and equal in magnitude to the observed effect, 1086 as

Mein efligi of answer in first pr_ with the correct answer in

the first premise were significantly harder than items with the correct answer

the second premise, ?(1,96) 55.93, - [.001. The mixed noiel correctly predic

that items with the correct answer in the first vrerkise would take 598 nsec len

than Items with the correct answer in the second premise. This statistically

significant added latency reflects the need of the subject to search for the re

species in items where the response is not immediately available. The linguisti

and spatial models, however, lacking a response search operation, predict no

difference in latency as a function of which premise contains the correct anew,

IslaragOons. A detailed accounting of interaction` effects would consume

Mere spare than it warrants. The observed data showed coven statistically sig-

nificant interactions, of which two were two-way, three were three-esly and

two were -way. The mixed model correctly predicted three of these, the

linguistic model, two, and the spatial model, one. Hommer, each sods

rted two spurious interactions (although not the same two in each case

reasOlable to conclude, therefore, that none of the staple linear mode

Pr

:Oates to the eamplesity of information processilis shown by subjects in

s
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the solution of linear syllogisms. At best, the simple linear models are lap-

proximations to the complex and possibly nonlinear processing strategies sub-

jects use. It remains to be shown, however, that even a somewhat more complex

model could substantially improve qualitative fit to the data, especially in

view of the complexity of the observed interactions. In correctly accounting

for all of the main effects and some of the interactions, the mixed model

seems at least to be a good approximation to the true model;

Predicted and observed values for individual data -imits. The observed

data and the predictions of the mixed model for each of the four experiments

are shown in Table A of the appendix. An examination of Uni% table reveals

that the predicted times show very good agreement with the observed ones.

the other hand, there are some points that are either underpredicted or over-

predicted in all four exper showing, as did the above analyses, that

there is room for _Inpro.emen mixed model.

_tative Fits of the Models to the Data

With data for the =',J uncued item types averaged across subjects and xperi-

ments, the mixed model accounted for 90.2% of the variance in the data with a

root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 28 csec; the linguistic model accounted for

67.5% of the variance in the data with an RMSD of 52 csec; the spatial model ac-

counted for 62.9% of the variance in the data with an RMSD of 55 csec. Table 5

to squared correlations between predicted and observed data points for a

number of experimental data sets based upon group means for each experiment. All

latencies, including those for error trials, were used in modeling.

Insert Table 5 about here

rill =cued solution time. The data of primary interest are those from

rot data set, representing latencies for all 32 uncued item types averaged



over adjectives and sessions

than the others.

in each experiment, the mixed model is clearly superior to either the

linguistic or spatial model: The differences in R2 between the mixed model

'end the second best model, the linguistic one, are .213, .148, .155, and .240

in Experiments 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. Thus, regardless of whether the

question came before or after the premises, of whether or not precueing was part

Of the experimental design, and of whether different adjectives were presented

within or between subjects, the mixed model best accounted for the data.

In periments 1 and 2, the same number of parameters was estimated for

each model, so that there is no question regarding comparability of model

fits for the mixed, linguistic, and spatial models. In Experiments 3 and 4,
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se data will be considered in greater detail

the mixed model had one additional parameter, the optional noncongruence.

parameter. According to the mixed model, this additional parameter is neces-

sirYt anti model with fever parameters than the mixed model is inadequate

by virtue of being incomplete. If the additional parameter is deleted from

the mixed model, however, the mixed model is still superior to the elterna-

ive dels. With noncongruence deleted, values of R2 were .765 in Experiment

3 and .832 in Experiment 4. The differences in R2 between the mixed model and

the linguistic and spatial models respectively are .076 and .188 in Experiment

3, and .121 and .189 in Experiment 4. Thus, even without the optional noncon-

(runic, parameter of Experiments 3 and 4 the mixed model retains its superi-

ority over the other models.

The levels of fit for the three models must be assessed in the context of

the reliabilities of the data. Reliabilities of solution times for the uncued

items were computed in two ways, within experiment and between experiment.
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n- experiment (internal. consistency) reliabilities vere computed by

Correlating mean latencies on each of the 32 item types for odd versus even

*nliberid subjects. (Numbers yelp assigned to subjects in an arbitrary fashion.)

These co lations were then adjusted by the Spearman-Brown formula. This for-

mula takes into account the fact that only half of the observations were used

in each of the two sets of observations that were correlated with each other.

The within-experiment reliabilities indicate the proportion of true or sys-

tematic variance in each set of data, and thus set an approximate upper limit

on the level of fit (R2) that any one model can be expected to show. Within-

experiment reliabilities were .86, .82, .92, and .99 in Experiments 1, 2, 3,

and 4 respectively. Considered in conjunction with the fits of the mixed

model, the reliabilities show that in Experiment 1, of .19 unexplained variance,

.05 was systematic and .14 wn unsystematic; in Experiment 2, of .26 unexplained

variance, .08 was systematic and .18 was unsystematic; in eriment 3, of .16

unexplained variance, .08 was systematic and .08 was unsystematic; in Experiment

4, of .12 unexplained variance, .11 was systematic and .01 was unsystematic.

The between-experiment reliabilities were computed by correlating mean latencies

on each of the 32 item types across each pair of experiments. These reliabilities

indicate the proportion of shared variance across experiments, and thus set an

approximate upper limit on the generalizability of any one model to the four sets

of data. Between-experiment reliabilities were .84 between Experiments 1 and 2,

.78 bet n Experiments 1 and 3, .80 between Experiments 1 and 4, .83 between

riments 2 and 3, .87 between eriments 2 and 4, and .92 between Experiments

3 and 4. these data suggest that no single model could be expected in all three

experiments to account for proportions of variance exceeding. the low to mid .80's.

Thus. the 'Lied model could not have done much better across riments than it

did.
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None of the modeltaccounted for air of the systematic variance in the

data. It is of interest to determine vbether the unaccounted for systematic

is statistically significant relative to the total unaccounted for

variance. This determination was made by testing the statistical significance

f correlations between pairs of residuals of predicted from observed values.

Significant correlations indicate unaccounted for variance that is statisti-

cally reliable. Significance was tested both within and between experiments.

These correl tioRe are presented in Table 6.

Insert Table 6 about here

ithinexperiment comparisons were computed by splitting subjects into
4

d even-numbered groups (with numbers arbitrarily assigned), modeling

solution times separately for each group, calculating residuals of pre-

dicted from observed values for each group, and then correlating the residuals.

Resulting correlations were adjusted by the Spearman-Brown formula, since only

half the observations were used in the calculation of each set of residuals.

One-tailed significance tests were .hen applied to the correlations, as shown

in Table 6. The mixed model could not be rejected in erinent 1, although

it could be rejected at the .05 level in Experiments 2 and 3, and at the .001

level in EXperiment 4. The linguistic model could be rejected at the .05 level

in Eiperiment 1, the .01 level in Experiment and the .001 level in ftpertments 3

and 4. The spatial model.could be rejected at the .05 level in Experiment 1,

and at the .001 level in Experiments 2, 3, and 4. The mixed model thus provides

the best mathematical account of the-data, although in three of the four eXperi-

mental comparisons, there stati tically significant unexplained variance.
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sons were computed by soden_ 1-

separately fOr each experiment, calculating residuals of predicted from ob-

served values in each experiment, and then correlating the residuals across

experiments. The mixed model could be rejected at the .05 level in compari-

sons between data for Experiments 1 and 3, and at the .001 level in comparisons

between- Experiments 1 and 4 and between Experiments 3 and 11; it could not be

rejected in any other experimental comparisons. The linguistic and spatial

models could be rejected at the .001 level in every experimental compari-

son. The results indicate the superior generalizabi ity across experiments

of the mixed model over the linguistic and spatial models.

Solution times for individual Wectives. Returning to Table t7, we see

model fits presented individually for each adjective pair, Since these fits

are based upon onl ,one-third as much data as the above fits, the values of

R-
2

are substantially lower. The results art cle_ *cut, hoverer : The mixed model

gives a superior acco,: A. A9 the data for every e in every experiment.

The linguistic and 4patiel models alternate between second and third place with

respect to fit.

Althomb the mixed mode4 is always superior to the other lode's, it sees to

account better for perfozmeril4e with the adjective pair fast-slow than it dces with

Any other adjective pair. gone of the other models consistently show this

preference for -st-slov, nor for any other adjective pair; nor does the

mi.zed model show any other clearcut trends for other adjective pairs. It is

not clear why the mixet: model performs better for the fast -slow pair than for

other pairs*

Solution times for individual cin. the table also presents mo el

fits for indlvildual S0211.041. Once again, the results are clearc- The mixed

**del provides a superior account of the data for-every session in every experimen
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These data are or particular interest becave they are inconsistent with both

1strate imange hypotheses: The mixed model is best regardless 0 session.-

when one considers only the patterns of fit for the linguistic and

spatial models, there is no apparent interaction between level of practice and

choice of processing strategy. Thus, a direct test of the strategy-change

hypotheses failed to provide confirming evidence for either one of them.

Overall uncued and cued solution times. The model fits described in

the preceding sections have been based upon uncued solution times only. 'When

solution times from the precued conditions (or in f periments 3 and 4. tvo-tern

Series problems) are combined with solution times from the uncued condition

in each experiment, model fits increase dramatically, as shown in Table 5. The

increase. appears to be due to the large increase in soaution-time variance intro-

duced by the separation of the encoding components ENC+) from other components.

This separation is possible only because of the use of precueing or two-term

series problems. Because the levels of R-
2 _2
are so high, the values of R- for the

various models are closer together than in previous comparisons. Nevertheless,

the mixed model once again provides the best fit to the data from each experiment.

-ecueing. It is possible to model preceding times as well as solution

times. Precueing times, it will be recalled, are those from the first part -

of the trial in Experiments 1 and 2. In rperiment 1, the modeled data

were based upon times to process just the two premises of each problem. In

sent 2, the modeled data were based upon times to process the question

and promisee (but not the answer alternatives). Table 5 shove that in both

experiments, the mixed model gave account of the data that vas superior

to that given by either the linguistic or spatial model. The two-term series

problems of ftperiments 3 and 4 did not provide an adequate item set for die-
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marking time non-

congruence time (NCON), and response time (RES+) as parameters it was possi-

ble to account for 848 of the variance in the two-term series problem latencies

of riment 3. and .887 of the variance in the two-term series problem latencies

periment 4.

Solution times for indivirius subjects. `Table 7 presents data concerning

the performances of the models in predicting individual solution -time data both

for uncued items only and for uncued and cued items combined. Models are evalu-

atedated with respect to mean R for individual subjects and the number of cases in

which each model best fit the data of individual subjects.

Insert Table 7 about here

As in previous -alyses, the mixed model Rave the lest account of the

data in each experiment both for uncued items only ana for uncued and cued

items combined. The mixed model did not give the best account of the data

in every individual case, however. With the uncued data, it was best in 73%

of the cases; with the uncued and cued data combined, it was also best in 73%

of the cases.

a number of individual cases, the fit of the best model to the data

only trivially better than the fit of the next best model. It is therefore of

interest to know in what proportion of the cases one model was clearly superior

to any other model. Suppose we decide (arbitrarily) that a practically signifi-

cant difference in individual model fit is represented by a difference in R2 of

.05 or greater. In what proportion of the cases did one model perform signifi-

cantly better than any of the others? The data in Table 8 address this question.

Intert Table 8 about here .1
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The nuMber at the top of each cell shows the proportion of cases in which one

model performed significantly better than another. Thus, using the .05 cutoff,

aim find that the linguistic model was significantly better than the mixed model

for 8% of the cases, the spatial model for 6% of the On the other hap

the mixed model vas significantly better than the linguistic model for 65% of

the calla', and significantly better than the spatial model for 72% of the cases.

The number in parentheses at the bottom of each cell shows the comparable pro-

portion for a practically significant difference in IR
2

of .10. Whichever

cutoff is used, the proportion of cases for which the mixed model is inappropri-

ate is quite small, whereas the proportion of cases for which the linguistic

or spatial model is inappropriate is quite large. The mixed model is thus net

only preferred for the group data, but for the large majority of individual

cases as well. Note, thouvh, that individual differences do exist: At least

some of the 106 subjects ire the four experiments used a strategy that vas better

approximated by the linguistic or spatial models than by the mixed model.

Latencies of Component Processes

Parameter estimates for mixed model. Parameters were estimated as the un-

standardized regression coefficients weighting each of the independent variables

'sown in Tables 2 asd 3. Each parameter is hypothesized to correspond to the

duration of one or more component processes, as shown in Table 1. Names of

paremetere are the same as in Table 1.

Table 9 shove values of the parameters and their standard errors as es-

ed from various sets of data from each experiment, including uncued

-
solution times, combined uncued and cued solution times, and cue times.

Nitimates from the first two sets of data are obviously nonindependent.

Insert Table 9 about here
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The DC* parameter includes a combination of tines for between-premise

teriatiom incremental seriation of marked adjectives in the aoapreferred

direction, premise reading, and encoding of unmarked. adjectives. The first

tvo processes are hypothesized to be spatial, d to account for most of the

estimated time. The second two processes are hypothesized to be linguistic.

ENC+
1 differed significantly from 0 in both experiments in which it was es-

Undated (1 and 2), and was estimated at about 4650 msec. ENC+2, comprisini7

fewer operations, timated at about 3050 cosec. It seems unlikely that

the small difference in the composition of ENC+1 and ENC+2 (see Table 1)

could account for the large difference in estimated values. Rather, it

most likely that encoding operations were performed more rapidly in Experiments

3 and 4, vhere EEC* was estimated, than in Experiments 1 and 2, where C
2 1

was estimated. This difference is exactly as predicted by the mixed model,

according to which encoding should be more rapid and less carefUl in experi-

mental paradigms leading to the use of the optional noncongruence operation.

In Experiments 1 and 2, the use of precueing presumably encouraged subjects to

encode the premises fully before indicating readiness to see the question and

solve the problem. In Experiments 3 and 4, there was no precueing in which

subjects could take as long as they needed to get a sharp spatial encoding.

____, subjects are likely to have encoded the items more quickly and less

, at the expense of needing the extra check for congruence at the end.

It was possible to estimate unconfounded durations of negation, marking.

pivot search, and response search times in all four experiments. Estimates

Of negation time center at about 350 msec, of marking time at about 400 maw,

of pivot search time at about 1100 msec, and of response search time at about

500 mote. Question reading time (plus confounded operations) could be esti-

meted only in the second experiment, and D be about 400 mice.
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e reasonable an4 in close

ss data sets. The two exceptions to this agreement are that

is inexplicably low in

y loy

iriment 3, and response search time

en estimated for cued and uncued data in periment 1.

An examination of pa estimates for individual subjects, assuming

use of the mixed model, reveals that the individual data were considerably

less reliable than the group data. Experiments 1, 2, 3, and 14 respectively,

the proportions of statistically significant parameter estimates (2.4.05)

were 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00 for ENC+, .56, .50, .44, .37 for NEG,' .50, .79,

.61, .41 for .81, .94, .78, .43 for PS, .31,

.56 (Experiment 2 only) for QP and .67 and .24

for NCON.

Parameter estimates for linguistic and spatial model's. Croup parameter

mates for the linguistic and spatial models were also computed, and are

useful as a diagnostic for assessing where these models failed to predict the

data adequately. These parameter estimates are shown in Table 10. The values

are for uncued items only, and are presented separately for each of the four

experiments.

.33, .39 for R,

pe -nts 3 and Li on

Insert Table 10 about here

In the linguistic model, values of the negation and marking parameter

differed significantly from zero in all four experiments. The value of t

noncongruence parameter vas significantly different from zero in EXperimen

2, 3, and 4. The value of the,linguistic pivot search parameter vas signifi-

cantly different from zero only in EXperiment 3. If a new, improved lin-

model is to be formulated, it v111 have t_ OncePtualize the role of
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of search and possibly of noncongruence. The linguistic pivot

noncon-

_lents 3 and 4.

Seareh parameter obviously fails to carry its weight. The lingule

gruence parameter is a strong e butor to the model only lu tamps

In the Spatial model, values of the negation and marking parameters

differed significantly from zero in all four experiments. The spatial pivot

search parameter was significantly different from zero in Experiments 3 and

4, and the parameter for seriation in the nonpreferred direction was not

sigrifirantly different. from zero Y experiment. If a new, Lmi.roved spatia:

model is to be formulated, it will probably have to eliminate the parameter for

eeriation in the nonpreferred direction. The role of spatial pivot search may

also have to be _reassessed.

Partitioning of total solution time, By multiplying the estimated latency

of each operation by the average number it is executed, one can esti

the average amount of time spent on each operation during solution of a ca

linear syllogism. Figure 5 shows a partitioning of total solutio se for a

typical negative equative item in each of the four experiments. A .jpical

affirmative item would differ only in the deletion of the latencies for the

negation (WEG) and pivot search (FSM) operftinnc. The partitioning assumes

the use of the mixed model.

L4im @m.m3

Insert Figure 5 about here

In all, four xpertments, encoding operations take by far the ler

of time, whereas response search and noncongruence ( hilte applicable) take the

smallest amounts of time Encoding operations are about 1 1/2 sec faster in the

two experiments in which precueing was not used than in the two experiments in
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nee, again, Is consistent With the

spatial'sneoding should be hastier in the

leading to a less adequate spatial repro nta-

tion of the relations among terms snA the subsequent need for a check of the

prior linguistic encoding.

Immilsk Differences in Transitive Info

Weights of ,connonent processes In accounting for individual differences.

parameter estimates presented in the preceding, section provided an infl-

Cation of how Important each operation is in accounting for bet--on-items

variance. It is of rurther interest to know how important oach operation is

in accounting for between-sublects In other voris, on t-

determine the relative contribution of each operation in generating individial

differences in overall solution times. Table 11 addresses this question.

It sh s for each experiment e staniardizeed regression coefficients obtained

when subjects' mean solution t for the 32 uneued item types are predicted

across subjects by multiple regression from their individual p4rameter estimates.

/4.--

Note that all previous modeling was across item types, t subjects.) Since the

parameter estimated from the data on which the means are base(

data as vr.1,. Values of R
_2

were c o 1 and of no interest.

.=.
Insert Table 11 about here

Me standardized veights that the encoding Lions (MC+) eon-

by far the most to predicting individual differences overall solution

latencies. Thus, in order to understand why individuals differ in the latencies

precued

with which they sore linear syllogisms, one order of business is to un-

dsrstaad acre about the nature of the encoding oper=ations,
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Tnt.rcorte katIons bet4teen parameters. interrnrreiations between parr

tors are shorn in Table 12. In order to increase the of the st

Insert Table 12 about here

data were combined across all four experiments. There were a total of

subjects in the four experimen*.r clmb nel.

It was mentioned ta' r1. .,1rameter estimfteea were not. sta 1-

y reliable for individual sub_ ts. Because of the unreliability of Some

parameter estimates, correlations were co: putei it t,v lifferent -tots, ilne

set of correlations (preset romln 1-,0) is baser' tmon the parameter

of all indivilun!s for r could be ostimstel. .r=

that not parameters coull t30 !7) ai experiment7,

in Table 1.) A seeon i mot nf r,T17 Hresented in i tn1tc _ ban

upon only those parameter mate!: that were tint at the

,v77e wa. usei beenu,.e

of the large number of parameter ectimses involves. 'Tvir7usly. neither net

.025 level. This relatively stringent level

of correlations is Id f_ is atten5 atel v the inclusion oe

liable estimates. The seeonl set may be biased by the inclusion of only

subsamples of the data. The direction of the potential bias is unclear:

hand, the parameter estimates retained are for subjects who were most

ing the mixed model; on the other hand, the range of the parameter

is restricted because statistically significant parameter estimates

tend to be higher ones. However, it will be shoWn in this and subsequent away-

else that although the magnitudes of the correlations differed under the two

procedures, the conelusioct to be drawn were practically the same.

In cc omputing eo:: lotions with thC4. and RES dummv variable vas held

constant that dietingUlahed Participation in Experiments 1 and 2 from participa-
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one were used be-

nt mixes or components in

no to the mixed model, LP,V.:

xperiments, where spatial

encoding is assumed to be less ckreful. Higher -order partials controlling

for Membershi experim- o

effect on th

The numbers

the f- le

) for

leetm fn

was estimate,1 as ft reores

ble. All 111 va.le,

n..,

excluies .17.7.ties 11mgcnn .

correlational proce!.

,

- q

but had almL,r.t nn rurther

for NT.';, f, --r MPIY,

nn1 so no

c

nonsioniri-Int unler tl

:user neils. There i^ thug gnc)1

tance is the 1 ge sta

a

between rrlc

relationships shnw that many pairs of the wmrious la

Such a pattern is what would be exp _el

1-n1

t

Ares,

vft!

Thl!If

'-ft 0

nonin4 pendent.

of the processes are essential:

linguistic in nature and Others are essentially spatial. The one component that

Correlated with every other component, ENC+, is a pare ter hypothesized to

Contain mix of both linguistic processes (premise readin and encoding s of

relations expressed by unemrkel allet.tives, an! spatial processes (between-pre

seriation and within-premise serintinn relations expressed by unmarked adjectiv

as shovn in Table 1. Marking is mlso correlated with most of the other parameters

and it toes is hypothesized to contain a Mil' of 1 Itstir and spatial processes.
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Correlations ween parameters and composite ability scores. Composite

ability scores:were computed by standardizing scores on each ability test

(within experiment), summing these standard scores for each type of test,

and then restandardizing the sum. Within-experiment standardization was

required because different ability tests were used in different experiments.

Although the particular tests varied, tilt measured abilities were the same:

verbal, spatial visualization, abstract reasoning. Verbal items includel

tasks such as synonyms-antonyms,vvbal . analogies, verbal classifications

(requiring subjects to recognize which one of five rds didn't belong with

the other four), and sentence completions (requiring subjects to indicate

which of five words best fit in a blank embedded in the context of a sentence).

Spatial visualization items req4ired mental rotation or rearrangement of geo-

metric forms in two or three dimensions. Abstract ressonins itesm included

geometric analogies, geometric classifications, and geometric-series. The par-

ticular tests used are named in the Materials section of the Method.

The verbal composite was only weakly correlated with the spatial composite,

r s .20
$

<.05, and with the abstract reasoning composite, r = .21, 4 .05.

The spatial and abstract composites were highly correlated, however, r = .65,

1r4.001 suggesting that the two types of tests measured limilar abilities.

This is a standard pattern of correlations in the psychometric literature (see

Cattell, 1971), and in some tests, such as the Cognitive Abilities Test, spatial

and abstractr-easoninw is are combined in the computation of a sin

score.

Correlations between parameter estimates and composite ability scores mre

nonverbal

Insert Table 13 about here

shoe in Table 13. The correlation between overall solution latency in the uncued
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condition of each experiment and composite ability score is also shown. Cor-

relations were computed in the same ways described in the preceding section.

The two methods of computation showed a high degree of consistency. Of 24

possible correlations, 17 were statistically significant under both methods,

6 were nonsignificant under both methods, and only 1 was significant under

one method,but not the other.

Overall solution latency was highly correlated with all three types

of tests. This pattern of correlations is consistent with the mixed model,

since solution_or linear syllogisms is hypothesized to require both verbal

and spatial-abstract processes. The pattern is not consistent with models

that postulate that the'solution process is either strictly linguistic or

strictly spatial-abs act.

The encoding parameter was also sig°:ificaeat y correlated with all

threfe ability composites. This result is consistent with the mixed model,

according to which the ENC+ parameter includes both linguistic and spatial-

abstract processeq. A strictly spatial or linguistic model would have trouble

accounting for this pattern. Although ENC+ contains a mixture of operations,

the predominant operation, accordin, to the mixed model, is spatial seriation

between premises. This is the crux of the three-term series problem, d the

naor source of difficulty. Hence, the model predicts that the spatial-abstract

correlation will predominate, and this is in fact the case. The correlatiOns

of ENC+ with both spatial and abstract scores are greater in magnitude than -.5,

whereas the correlation with the verbal score (presumably due primarily to premise

reading) is only -.25. These data suggest that the premise terms are indeed encoded

into some kind of spatial array.

The negation parameter (NEG) shows ic correlations with the spatial

and abstract composites but pot the verbal composite. This pattern of correl
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time is inconsistent with the prediction of the mixed mode according to ch

negation is a linguistic operation. The obtained pattern of correlations suggests

that as hypothesized by the spatial model, negation is accomplished spatially

by reversal of the positions of the two terms in a within-premise spatial

The mixed model may have to be revised to reconcept_ ze negation as

a opetial-abstract process; Latency predictions would remain the same.

The marking parameter (MARK) shows some relationship to verbal, spatial,

and abstract composites, as predicted by the mixed model but neither the spatial

nor linguistic models. The relationship to spatial.- abstract ability appears

to be substentially stronger than that to verbal ability, suggesting that the

primary source of individual differences is in spatial serration of terms (MARK2)

rather than in linguistic encoding of the marked relation (MARK1).

Pivot search (PSM) shows significant correlations with the spatial and

abstract composite but not with the verbal composite. This pattern of correla-

tions is consistent with the mixed model, which postulated pivot search to be a

spatial-abstract operation. Neither the linguistic nor the spatial model conta

the pivot search operation as conceptualized by the mixed model, so no relevant

predictions can be made for these models.

Response search (RS) is significantly correlated with all threi types of

According to the mixed model, however, response search was supposed to be

exclusively'a spatial process. It now appears that in searching for a response,

subjects may differ in the ratesat which they read off names from WI array as

-11 as in the ratesat Which they ,ean traverse distances in the array. The two

types of individual differences would account for the dual linguistic and spatial

correlations (Clark, Note s).

Noncong _tics (ICON) is si ly correlated with the verbal but neither

the spatial nor the abstract composites. This correlational pattern is consistent

with the mixed (or linguistic) model, eh/eh _ti is that noncongruence is an
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ptione.l linguistic operation.

Finally, response (RES ) is significantly correlated with the verbal com-

but not with the spatial and abstract ones. Examination of Table 1

reveals that the response parameter as estimated for the mixed model contains

up to three linguistic processes -- question reading (ti t +), premise reading (PR),

and encoding of relations expresse. 3y unmarked adjectives (NMAR1). The parame-

ter contains just one spatial process--seriation within premise of relations

expressed by unmarked adjectives (NMkR2). The pure response component (RCS)

itself is not identified in advance as either linguistic or spatial. The ob7

tamed results, therefore, are consistent with the larger number of linepistie

operations hypothesized by the mixed model to constitute the response component.

In general, the re Its of this individual-difference analysis are suppor-

tive of the. Mixes! model, ding -to which particular operations should

patterns of individual differences along either veal, spatial, or both lintS.

TWo results suggest the need for possible changes in. the mixed model. The first

is the significant correlation of the negation parameter (NEC with the spatial

and abstract composites but not the linguistic composite. The second result is

the small but significant correlation of response search (RS) with verbal as

well as spatial and abstract abilities. In the case of negation, the nature of

the suggested reformulation is evident, since a spatial account of negation has

been suggested whereby terms are flipped in a spatial array In the case of

response search, subjects may differ in the ratKat which they read off names in

Correlations of climposite solution latencies for individ- 1 addectives and

sessions with ability test composites. Table 14 shows correlations between

ability test composites and uncued solution latencies for combined data, indi-

vidual adjectives, end individual sessions. The co lations were imputed

a
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h 0-7 riment, since the choice of adjectives and -umbers of

sessions differed fr one experimest to another. Although .-.Orrelations of

ability score.. with r.traseters for each adjective and each session would also

be of interest, the individual suLjects' data were not ratable enough to

permit exploration of these relati hips.

Insert Table 14 about here
-of

The correlations with individual adjectives are of interest in determining

whether more clearly spatial adjective pairs, such. as taller-shorter, better tap

individual differences in spatial-abstract ability than do less obviously

spatial adjective pairs, such as better-worse, which would seem more likely to

lend themselves to a linguistic strategy. Indeed, Clark'p (1969a, 1969b) major

support for the linguistic model of linear syllogistic reasonin6 is based upon

data collected for the single adjective pair, better - worse. The possibility of

differential patterns of correlations for different adjectives certainly merits

investigation,.since both Desoto et al. (1965) and Shaver et al. (1974) have

suggested that different adjective pairs may be processed in qualitatively

different ways.

The correlations with individual sessions are of interest as a further

test of the strategy-change hypotheses. According to the spatial -to- linguistic

itrategy-change hypothesis, one might expect higher correlations with spatial

tests in earlier sessions, followed by higher correlations with linguistic tests

in later sessions. The linguistic-to-spatial strategy change hypothesis might

`leadone to We exactly the opposite prediction.

Looking first at the combined data, we see that all correlations are sta-

tistically significant except those with the verbal composite in bcperiments 1

and 2. This pattern of results c- understood in terms of the mixed model.
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model, there is a key difference in strategy between subjects

1 and 2 and subjects in Experiments 3 and 4, namely, a reduced

Mewls in the latter experiments upon spatial serration accompanied by checking

of previous linguistic encoaings and possible use of the linguistic noncongruence

operation. These changes in stritegy should result. in an increase in the rela-

tive Ofttribution of verbal ability to the solution of linear syllogisms in

Experiments 3 and 4, and possibly a decrease in the relative contribution of

spatial-abstract ability. , The correlations show a pronounced increase in the

verbal contributi;n, and a possible decrease in the spatial-abstract contribution.

The patterns of correlations for the individual adjectives do not show any

consistent trends across experiments. Although there are trends that might be

viewed as suggestive in the context of single experits, these trendy lo not_

held up when considered in the context of the entire sat of data. Ihese correla-

tions, like the model fits for individual adjectives, suggest that a single mole/

is likely to account for processing strategy for each of the three adjective pairs.

The correlations individual sessions tell much the same story. Although

there are isolated patterns within single experiments, no trend seems to hold

up when the experiments are considered in conjunction. In particular, there is_

no suggestion in the data that subjects rely upon either a spatial or linguistic

strategy in earlier sessions, and then switch to the other strategy in later

Sessions. These data, like the modeling data, suggest that a single model is

likely to account for the data in every session.

.TO stimmarize, the correlational data are consistent with the modeling data

in suggesting that a single model can account for performance across both adjec-

tives and SesSiont. The data reviewed so far favor the mixed model as this

single model.
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Preview

The Amite presented in the previous part of the article were generally

supportive of the mixed model,,in the context of the present set experiments.

Nov does the mixed model compare to the alternative models, however, in its

Shinty to account for previously published results? This question is addressed

in the present part of the article. First" qualitative aspects of model fits

will be discussed, and then quantitative ones.

Qualitative Atpects of Fit

Represen ation of Marked versus Unmarked Adjectives in Memo

Potts and Scholz (1975) reported two findings that led them to believe

hat marked and unmarked adjettives are represented in the same form in memory,

regardless of the way in which premises are ed. The firs; finding was that

"when subjects are given sufficient time to study the premises prior to answering

the question, reaction time to the question 'Who is best?' is shorter than

reaction time to the question 'Who is worse" (p. 445). All of the models as

formulated in this article can handle this finding. The finding is consistent

with the notion that marked adjectives take longer to encode (whether the

encoding is linguistic, spatial, or both) than do unmarked ones. One would there

fore expect longer solution times as 0fUnction of longer times spent in encoding

the marked adjective in the question "Who is worst?" Potts and Schols recognized

the differential encoding interprets an alternative to their own inter-

pretation of their finding as indicating a single form of storage.

Potts and Schols's second finding vas that there is no effect of noncongru-

once in a separate - stages (precueing) paradigm. This finding is consistent only

eith'the nixed model, which asserts that subjects do not check for.noncongruence

of the question with their linguistic encoding of the answer when they are en-
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in Potts and Scholzse iga, to form

a sharply defined spatial

Ab.1107 of Subjects to l -ewer Uneepected questions as a ?unction of Practice

1.1604 Obetter, and Codden (1974) found that with increasing practice in

Solvin

the ability to answer unexpected questions based on the information just u

lined" (p. 255). The authors interpreted these findings as borroborating

"the claim that subjects who are naive, with respect to series proble

generally tend to adopt a represe4aZ4onal strategy while those who are more

experienced tend to develop a nonrepresentational one" (p. 255). An alterna-

tive explanation, which has nothing to do with alternative modes of problem

representation, is that with increasing amounts of practice, subjects establish

a set for solving the problems at hand. The more problems of'a similar nature

the subjects e given to solve, the more likely they are to fail to solve a

set-breaker. This set or functional fixedness effect is a common one in problem-

solving tasks (see, for example, Duncker, 1945; Luchins, 1942), and seems

applicable here. Although there was a control group in the Wuxi et al. e

sent, the nature of the task given to the control group was such that any set

thatimight have built up vs irrele -t to the unexpected question, and hence

term series problems, subjects 'Owed "a general reduction in

would not have beer ex ceed with the subjects' answering it.

Difficulties flag' Have in Ansvering the Question "Where is It?

Clark (1972a) performed a series of experiments in which subjects were

Instructed to insert an object into a visually presented array. The experiment

most relevant to the present discussion is the third. In this experiment, one

stoup would be presented with "32 displays each constructed fromone of sight

eemtences.4WE le higher than (is lover than, is ggh as, isn't as low as)

plat plus the same four sentences with blue and Dthk interchanged - -and from one
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of four diffe t ors of colored lines- =black on top and blue

blue om top and black on bottom. Mack on top and pink on bottom

top and blink on bottom....The Ss were told to indicate whether the missing

blue or pink line vent above or below both of the lines on the right by

pressing the top or bottom button on their response panel" (p. 271). A sec-

ond group of subjects received identical problems, except that the terms

-e

better and worse were substituted for higher and lower. For each group, half

of the items were affirmative and half were negative equative; further, half

of the items had determinate answers and half did not (go" that subjects could

not tell where the missing line went, and had to indicate as much).

The placement task used by Clark bears certain structural similarities to

the linear syllogisms task, lid Clark (1972a) compered data from this task to

data from items alleged to be structurally analogous in Clark - (1969a) linear

syllogisms data. The data from the two tasks showed qualitatively different

patterns, and the correlations between latencies in the placement task and errors

in the linear syllogisms task was only .55 for determinate items (the only type

considered in this article) One is therefore obliged to conclude that the

placement task bore only a weak relation to the linear syllogisms task.

This conclusion presents a problem for a model of linear syllofistic reason'-

lag only if (a) one claims that there I. an isomorphism between certain physical

placement tasks and linear syllogisms tasks, and (b) one accepts Clark's claim

-bat his placement task is one for which there should be an isomorphism, if there

should be an isomorphism for any such task. Proponents of the spatial and mixed

models would probably accept the first claim and reject the second claim almost

ly.(see,for example, Ruttenlocher, 1968; Ruttenlocher i Higgins, 1972).

hand, theorists positing the use f spatial i ery in linear sylio-

gictic reasoning seam to agree that internal spatial arrays are analogoUs at
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that are viewed in everyday life. On

theotheriond,', noneof these theorists would argue that any physical arrange-

meet task that is isomorphic or nearly isomorphic to t inear syllogisms task

result in the same structures and processes as are used in the linear

mos task. Indeed, such a claim would.be foolish in light of results

such as those of Hayes and Simon (1977), which show that even carefully con-

trolled problem isomorphs can lead to vastly different representations and

processes if they are presented with the appropriate surface structural dif-

ferences. As both these authors and Huttenlocher and Higgins (1972) point out,

representations and processes are highly sensitive to surface structural dif-

ferences; and an abundance of such differences exist between Clark's (1972a)

placement task and the linear syllogisms task. MUttenlocher and her associates

have found a number of placement tasks that do seem to yield results paralleling

those from linear syllogisms tasks (see Huttenlocher & Higgins, 1971, for a

review); Clark (1972a) has found a class of placement tasks that does not yield

results paralleling those from linear syllogisms tasks. The precise conditions

under which paralellism does or does not result remain to be specifiel.

Quantitative Aspects of Fit

Although a number of data sets have been reported in the literature, most

of them do not contain even the minimum range of item type that would permit

three models to be distinguished (for example, DeSoto et al., 1945; Handel

al., 1968; Huttenlocher, 1968). Thus, the number of data sets that could

be used for quantitative comparison vas very limited.

Adult Publect

Clark (1969b). Clark has published ,geometric mean latencies for the 32

Miscued item types used in the present experiments. The quality of the data are
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n Clark (1971) implies. The latencies

_th just three observations per subAkt. Moreover,

-st latency for each subject for each item (33% of

nee

the observations), and also all error responses (7% of the observations).

Values of R for the mixed, linguistic, and spatial models respectively

sere .63, .72, and .53. These results thus favor the linguistic model.

Clark (196%). Modeling could again be done on data from the 32 uncued

types used in the present experiments. In this experiment, Clark gave

subjects 10 sec to solve each problem. An error was counted if the subject

eitlitT responded incorrectly or failed to respond at all in the 10 sec.

present modeling is of the proportion of errors for each problem type.. Modeling

of the logarithm of the number of correct responses yielded coMParable results.

-2
Values of R for the mixed, linguistic, and spatial models were .59 .65, and

These data thus give a slight edge to the linguistic,model.

Potts and Scholz (1970. The eight data points from Experiment 1, Group 1,

of Potts and Scholz (1975) also provided an adequate basis for disAnguishing

among models. The values of R
2

.86, .73, and .48 for the mixed, 1inruistic,

and spatial models respectively. The data thus support the mixed model.

Child Sub ects

%eating and Caramazza ). These authors used the same 10 sec deadline

as did Clark (1969a). Their subjects vere bright and average fifth

and seventh grade children. Their d- a permitted modeling of error rates for

eight item types. The respective value of R-
_2

for the mixed, linguistic, and

spatial models were .96, .71, and .68 for average fifth grade st .8499, and

.83 for bight fifth graders, .To, .96, and .70 for average seventh grader-z

and .52, .94 and .52 for bright seventh

!ultimo 0_

For the combined fifth graders,

re .92, .86, and .TT for the three models; for the combined seventh
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2
of R- mere .60, .96, and .60. For the combined average students

value* of R2 WO .88, .86, and .75; for the combined bright students, values

.2 R2Of A vere .70, .98, and .70. Finally, for the total sample, values A were

.8i, .93, and .76.

Although the replicability of these data obviously needs to be established,

the data are of particular interest in suggesting a developmental shift in error

patterns: The shift is between the mixed model and the linguis" model, with

use of the linguistic model associated with greater age and br

Hunter (457). Hunter tested 11- and 16-year olds on linear syllo

using the relations happier sadder and taller-shorter. His article contains

latencies that can modeled for eight distinct data points_ The respective

values of R2 for the mixed, lingui .ic, and spatial models were .75, .74, and .82

for the 11-year olds, .66, .7r, Itn the 16 -year olds, and . .65, en-!

for the combined age groups. Some of the unconstrained parameter estimates for

the linguistic model were negative, o these were forced to be nonnegative

in the final linear modeling. These data, like Keating and Caramazza's, suggest

the possibility of a developmental trend, bit here it is from the spatial to

the mixed model. The linguistic model never performed best.

Conclusion

The aata from previous researchcwoLconfUsing and contradictory. The results

Of Clark (19691 u3d of the two developmental studies must be interpreted with

caution, the former because of the *Wive deletion of observations, the latter

because of the availability of only eight data points for modeling. The Clark

(19690 data appear to be reliable, however, and on their face contradict the

mixed model. The reason for this contradiction has nov been discovered, and

is discussed in detail elsewhere (Sternberg, Note ;). In essence, the contra-

diction arises because of the modeling of error (or similarly, log correct) data

rather than latency data.
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Meer the beginning of the article, 'three important theoretical questions

id representation and process in transitive inference. The

has sew come to see how these questions can be answered on the basis of

sed data presented in this article.

Information

-nee presented in this article suggesto Itrongly that both linguis-

tic and spatial representations for in e used during the course of

solution of transitive inference problems. Subjects first decode the linguist ic

face structure of the premises into a linguistic deep structure, and then

recoft the linguistic deep structure into a spatial array. Both the linguistic

deep structure and the spatial array are available for search and retrieval

processes that occur after recodin7 has taken plaee% Wone0ngruenee, when 111Pd,

operates upon the linguistic representation, vhile response search operates

upon the spatial representation.

Processing or Information

The preferred mixed model accounts for transitive inference in the solu-

tion of linear syllogisms in terms of 12 elementary information-processing corn

ponents,(not all of which are used in every type of problem and not all of which

have been estimated as separate parameters in the preceding experiments. Of the

22 processes, six were hypothesized to be linguistic (premise reading, linguistic

emoding of unmarked adjectives, linguistic encoding of marked adjectives, non-

000grMenee, question reading, negation), five were hypothesised to be spatial

(deriation, spatial encoding of unmarked adjectives, spatial encoding of marked

adjectives, pivot search; response search), and one was hypothesised to be

Neutral (re posse). legation turned out to be spatial. The operations vire
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d in tie contributions
in ow.

amiglaresentation. Linear syllogisms were presented

v4th an withou. 1- using. (b) with the question first and with the glom

tion last, (c) with adjective pairs differing within and between subjects.

Regardless of the mode of presentation, the mixed model was found to perform

bstantially better than any of the alternative models.

Across, adlectives tour differen ective pairs-

lb better-worse, faster-slowe7--were used in the course of the four expo

menu. Xasentially the same results v obtained with each. These

seem to support the generality of the rep-esentations and processes of the

mixed model across adjectives. Of ccoirse, this generali is vmlsistent

with the earlier findings of De5oto et al. (1965) and of Handel it al. ( 8

that subjects may differ in the directions they use between and within adjec-

tive pairs for representing spatial arrays.

Across sessions. The numbers of sessions in the four experiments ranged

from one to three. The evidence supported the generality of the representations

d processes of the mixed model across all sessions. There vas no evidence

of the kinds of strategy shifts suggested either by Wood et al. (l974) and

Mums and Johnson-Laird (1972) or by Shaver it al. 1974 would be ex-

pected, there vas evidence that subjects speed up with increasing practice.'

Across publects. Analyses of individual data revealed a striking cone

sistenny in the superiority of the mixed model. The mixed model was not used

universally, hoverer. About 13% of the subjects in the four experiments showed

dense of using a strategy more closely approxiMated by either the linguistic

the spatial model. Nbreover, results from previous investigators suggest
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there may be population differences in strategies, ,speeially acroes ages.

------ ---Across tanks. The present experiments have tested the generalizability

or prelentat one and processes of the mixed model ar i ty

experimentai paradigms using linear syllogisms. The pres, absencs of

a particular operation in the linear syllogisms task obviously does not

guarantee the prescu-c or absence opera ion in other tasks. How

generalizable are the operation

Fir

ed ia two different ways.

at MOMP g

fiPd in the mixed model? This question

-alizability has already been shown by the sib

1cant correlations of eech component latency with at least one of the three

erence- .ability Thy correlations show that the patterns of

di fdual differencs pen.-

the linear s;'llo

by the component processes are not specific to

task, but are common to reference tests that have been

show measure es called upon in a wide val.ety of psychometric and

other tests. Zn particular, the correlation of each component latency with

the type of ability it is hypothesized to represent demonstrates the converge:_

validity of the information-processing component. The lack of correlation or

each component latency with a type of ability it is hypothesized not to repre-

sent demonstrates the discriminant validity of the information-processing com-

ponent. Only two mispredictions arose. Negation showed a clear convergent-

discriminant pattern, but it was spatial rather than linguistic. In addition.

to strong correlations with the spatial -abstract tests, response search also

shoved weak but significant correlations with the verbal tests, and these latter

correlations were interpreted in terms of individual differences in times for

reading macs from the spatial arrays.

Second, the generalizability of encoding, negation, narking, and noncon-

grumea operations to a-vide variety of comprehension and reasoning tasks has
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been amply demonstrated in past research. (See Carpenter '4 Just, 1975; Clark,

1973; Clark i Chase, 19T2; Trabasso, 1972; for a coMprehensive review of rele-

t literature.) It should be noted that although thIN pest research has

repeatedly identified these information- processing components as contributors

to solution latency in a variety of tasks, the research has not adequately

distinguished which of the identified operations are linguistic and which

are spatial.

Consider, for example, one of the moct widely studied comprehension to

the sentence-picture comparison task. A subject is shown a sentence and a

picture that either may or may not illustrate the situation described by the

sentence. The subject must indicate whether or not the sent-mce describes

the situation depicted in the picture. For ex&mpl- a typical sentence

might above rth the accompanying picture. In order

to solve problems such as these, the subject must (a) encode the sentence and

picture, (b) comprehend the negation if one appears, (c) spend ad,!itional tine

comprehending the marked desc n (below) if one appears, (d) spend extra time

setting "truth index" to fa:. - if the embedding strings of sentence and pie-

ture are nOnCongrUSnt, or the embedded strings of sentence and pictur

noncongruent in the deep-structural propositional representations into which t

'face structures have been encoded, (e) respond. Although Clark and Chase

(1972) view each of thor,e operations as linguistic, the operations may be viewed

as consistent with either the spatial or mixed model as well, with each operation

vieVed in the same way it is viewed for the solution of linear syllogisms.

The pivot search and response search operations as formulated in this art

cle have not appeared previously-in the literature, and so their generalizability

has yet to be demonstrated fully. However, there is some evidence that pFavides
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further support for the plausibility of these operations. If pivot search as

fOrmulated by the mixed model is used, t en negative equative problems should

show end -anchoring effects for their linguisticelly converted (recoded) form.

Hutterilocher et al. (1970) have found such a result in their task requiring

manipulation of physical objects rather than just abstract terms. Findings

such as these and those of Shepard and Metzler (1971) and Kosslyn 10-

suggest that in scanning visualized arrays, subjects proceed in much the

same way they do in scanning physical arrays.

Present research is directed toward further demonstrations of the general-

ability of the components of the mixed model. In one ongoing study, the mixed

model is being extended to and tested on series problems with from two to six

terms. In n second study, the model is being extended to linear syllogisms

with indeterminate solutions. In Q third study, the'model is being to

the performance of children from ages of to 1( in solving li:-ear syllogls

With these and other extensions,

augmented version of it, can be

of for of human cognition.

believed tha iced model, or en

provide some insight into a varie.

Appendix

Table A shows predicted values for the mixed model and observed dues

latencies for each of the 32 uncued data points in each of the four experiments.

1!-..-4ert Table A about here
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Ando- on, J. R. The status of arguments wncerni for

mental

2. Holyoak, clic 079c(.ses In dental 004.1010risons. Unpubliah(J

doctoral thesis, Stanford University, 197(

theSteinberg, R.

1977.

A 2KazaLtd As of curb on

u e on linear syl12Liems. Manuscript submitted for publiosti

Wood, D. J. The nature and diftio-ient of IrokILT strateries.

Unpubi-hed doctor thesis, University of Nottingham, 1969.

f=lask, P.
.

personal con-, AcatIon, Aurust, 1977.
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Table 1

En ,ated Parameters of Mathematical Model.

P%rs.ster Operftttone

Mixed Model

RIC* SER PP NMA71 NMAR2
1

ENc+
2

NEG

RS

SER + (

MARF1

PSM

NCDN N

CUR* QH + (.5) Ri

+
1

+ )NibtA .

RES+2 REF + QJ4 YMAtC

FF744. RF7 +--' (

3

ENC+4

NEO

(2)nt,

T

TAA14

PSL PSL

NCON ICON

.2R4. QS (.5)NMAR

(.5)NMAR

SR

to,

Experiment

1 2 3=1.

x

X

X x

AIT + (1."MR. ' x x

Mclel

x

x



Par

(cnntinued)

Operationn

SER * C7IFF + NMAF

ENO+ SEP

MAP.K MAPT

Qi* 01,

:V. *

RES REY

RFS*

4
1

ftOptional

bu
ncued items only

Spatiki

Tran,!!ive InforPnro
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Experiment

1 2 3-4

x

x



Item

No,

Premises to t I (Ili

Not, 2

TlitTe-Tvrm !vs Problem Type!'

Valuos a Indprondont krtoip4 4ultIplving Praetor'

1 PR

4

3 VC ALi

4 IlC AP

cgt pA

6 C,11 PA

1 RA

M RA rH

9 Al

10 A q,

1 c(R ANH

11 rill PH

H PA PC

14 VA PC

IS 11)c RA

1 114C PA

jr ron Mixed

Frir MARK NKr, P514

oeil Nulls

NCOff

Spatial

I I I 0

(I 0 I I

1 0 1 1

1 1 1 1

(1 I 1 I

1

0 0 1

0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1

I 0 1
11

1 0 2 0

1

,

1 1
3

4

2



Table 2 Continued

Three-Term Series Problem TYpes

Cnmmon

!tea Peale Question 111C+ MARK ffEri

No.

17 Ail BC 1

18 B EC 1 1

19 BiC AB 1

20 BiC All 1

21 Cil BA 1

22 Ctl BA 1

23 BA CB 1

24 B1A CfB 1

25 AB CB 1

26 AB Ct8 1

27 C14 AtB 1 1

28 ,CB AtB
1

29 qA BC 1 1

RABC 1

1 1

32 BC 8A

a
Optional in mixed model

Mired Linguistic Swig

PM RS NCON4 111, PBS 8128

0

o 0

1

0

0

o 1

1

1

1

o 0

o o

1

1

1

1

1

0'

1

1 0

1

0 0

0 0

0

0

1

1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1

1 0

2

2 0

1

1

0 0

0 0

0 1



q

!tit Preget
No.

Iueition

TWO

Tvo.Ters aerie! Problea Type.

lel Independent Variable!

'ommon

END MkRK NEG.

4

5

6

7,

8

A)B

A

B(A

B(A

BA

AE

0

0

0

o

0

2

S

iplyia, Perimeters

Lx

RS

Li uietic

NN PRA

S till
SON

0

0

0

0

a

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0

0 0

0

6

4
0
0
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Basic Statistics for Pita Used in

Ekperiment 1 Experiment 2

Si

Uncued Data

Oyerect1 -7:'9L 177 74A9 700;- 7049 161

Adjective Subsets

Taal-Short 7597 238 8000 213 7046 170 6602 147

014-Young 6919 139

Good-Bad 7712 223 7022 181 7096 166

Fast-Slow 73110 247 6753 206 6937 189 7509 195

Session Subsets

Session 1 7551 248 74509 238 7976 233 7069 161

Session 2 7152 167 7137 186 7022 174

Session 3 7518 228 6021 134

Combined Uncued grid Cued Data

4475 5072 321 5093 326 6266

I-Tecue _A

Overall 7077 182 7098 202 3185 3053 114

ponse times are exprgssed in milliseconds,

ng consists of two-term series problems in Experiments 3 and 4.

Teo- end three-tera'series problems in these experiments were presented in

separate trials.
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nee

Data Set

Table 5

Performance of -de in Predictini Latency Data

Proportion of Variance Accounted For (R2)

Model Experiment 1 regiment 2 EXperiment 3 Eperiment 4

Uncued Marne a only

Mixed .813 .740 .844 .884

Linguistic .600 .592 .689 .644

Spatial .569 .587 .577 .576

Mixed .497 .565 .748 .714

Tall-Short Li C .377 .534 .707 .533

Spatial .1499 .529 .499

Mixed

Old-Young .31d

:pa ial =

Mixed .58R .742 .822

Good-B*4 Linguic.ic ---- .446 .629 .584

Spatial .484 .599 .532

Mixed .707 ..641 .834 .864

!law Lingui c .638 .451 .564 .632

Spatial .589 .495 .461 .552

Mixed .551 .646 .709 .8814

nguietic .379 .520 .631 .6414

Spatial .379 .1490 .491 .576
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Table 5 Continued

Proportion of Variance Acaoute4 Po_
2

Sate Set Morsel EXperiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 bcper n

Mixed .795 .540 .812

Session 2 Linguistic .616 .433 .669

Spatial .581 .446 .593

Mixed ---- .539 .614

Session 3 Linguist _--- .435 .544

Spatial ---- .482 .495 =

Comtined Uncued and Cued Items

Mixed .985 .971 .971i .971

Overall Linguistic .974 .962 .957 .923

Spatial .973 .960 .910 .911

Preeuein
a

°serial

Mixed

Linguistic

Spatial

.831

.663

.772

.649

.619

.523 =

====

====

====

rM series problems did not contain sufficient constr to -h models.

4



Table 6

Tests of Residuals
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Predicted rrrsus Observed Values for Models of Transitive In

Uncued Items

Within Experiment

1 Consistency across Item es)

Experiment
Model 2 3 14

Mixed -.01 .31° .36' .64***

Linguistic .36' .51" .601" .8511*

Spatial .39' .5480* .69*** .ST'S**

,tvren Exper to

(Consistency across Item Types)

Experimental Comparison

Model 1-2 1-3 1-4 2-3 p.4 3-4

Mixed .28 .36* .39* .22 -.03 .51***

Linguistic .6611* .650" .58000 .78000 .74*** .8l000

Spatial .63*** .69*** .72*** .69*** .62**1 AO**

Note: Al tests are one - tailed.

*1 4.05

<.01

*E <.001



Performance of

Mixed

is

Spatial

Mixed

Linguistic

Spatial

Mixed

Linguietic

Spatial,
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Table 7

e in Predicting In ^iririval I&tency

Uncued I

21

Uncued and d hens

R2 Greta

.361

.316

.3w7)

-riment 1

.855

.846

.A51

10

4

!lent

310

.261 2 .81.5 4

3 P).2

EAP.DjMent

.510 14 .870 13

.432 2 .855

.361 2 .831 2

Experiment 4

.404 40 .693 43

.298 8 .643 6

.268 6 .632 5

limber of cases in which each model the data of indiridu. subjects.



Fro _rtions of Cases

Substantially Bs

eh

Uneued Items

Trans V.
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Performed

her Model

set

Mixed

Worse Model

LinKulstic Spatial

= = .65 .72

Mixed
(.4r)) (.53)

0t1 .37

Lin
(.05) (.19)

0t)

Spatial

nes

R2Rote: Top number in -h cell indicates difference in R- of at least .05.

Bottom (parenthesized) nuMber in each cell indicates difference in R2 of

at lean .10.

ti



for

Mixed Moiel Nrftmotor for DI

on Time

(0fleopi)

151" 17166

(100) (126)

416" 461"

(95) (119)

1136" 1086"

(232) (290)

616" 595"

r(164) (205)

(9;5)

411"

(As)

!otution T

(Und,uo4 & Cu

ExrPriment

116885

(110)

46666

(I,10)

2986"

(18h)

- 1140

(r,) (79) (Rs) (86)

1
I

466 117" .4r 07"

(69) (65) (F17) (71)

De* Soto

Cue Tine es

:,hhge h roe

(it)

180"

(61)

1756" 1020" 11366 1(141 ' 115~18 1008"

(2n) (181) (226)
(IA)

522.E 656 1 180" 69soi 5271e 65640

7) (120) (0) (161) (118)

17 418" ---- .... voles 3916.*

(157) (PA) 119) (111)

(96) (117)

512" 199"

(111) 148)

1179" 1085

(223)

.... 7575S

(256)



,Table 9 Continued

?granter Solution Time Estimates Solution Time Estimates Cue Time Estintes

(Uncued) (Uncued & Cued),

riment

2 3 /
4 1 2 3 4 1 2

393**

045)

, 01S4 am ma ma ma ma 116

RV A
2

,RES++1 1 5718 5855 5365 5399

2517 2353

maaa aawa

aa00 WaMa

MO

aaaa MM

a_a =ma.

Note: All parameter estimates are in milliseconds. 7,tandard errors q the parameter est/Jute! (also

expressed in idlliseconds) are shown in parentheses directly beneath the parameteristimates.

0

4Estimated as a regression constant, and hence has no assocIated significance value or standard error

0
I<,05

°V .01

1U
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Table 10

Parameter Estimates for Linguistic d Spatial Models

Uncued Items Only

0-

Experiment 1 eriment 2 Experimen

Linguistic Model

Negation 635** 644** 416**

tNEG) (120) (129) (112)

irking

(MARK)

416**

(138)

461**

(149)

. 4514,

(118)

Noncongruence 259 545* 884**

(NOON) (240) (257) (204)

Linguistic 12 10 7-35**'

Pivot Sear (277) (297) (235)

(PSL)

Responsell 5793 5878 5285

(RES + +2)

Negation

(EEG)

Marking

(MARK)

(PBS)

sarch

Seriation in

Somprifirred

Spatial Model

635**

(125)

416**

644**

(129)

461**

(144) (150)

154 347

(176) (183)

162 178

(249) (259)
1

intent 4

479**

(103)

1429**

(119)

.3914

237)

5501

414** 479

(112)

451** 429**

(137) (130)

618** 433*

(168) (159)

139

(238)

17

(225)



leoponsea'
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Tab)e 10 Continued

2
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eriment 3 Ekpertment 4

5791 5716 5223 5505

Note: All parameter estimates are in milliseconds. Standard errors of the

parameter estimates (also expressed in milliseconds) are shown in paren-

theses directly beneath the parameter estimates.

aEs__mated as a regression constant, and Jence has no associated significance

or standard error.

<.05

4.ca
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Table 11

Weights of Paraaeters in Predicting Individual Differences

in Latencies for Solub4on of Linear Syllogisms

Parameter tent 1 Experiment 2 EXperiaent 3

Standardized Regression Coefficients

r-iment 1

Encoding (En+) .74 .66 .54 .62

Negation (NEG) .44 .2C .1T .20

Marking (MARK) .19 -19 .16 .15

Pivot Search (PSM) .21 .10 .04 .03

Response earch (RS) .07 .14 .14 -16

estion _
) .19

. Noncon nce (NCOn) .00 .07

Response (RES +) .02 .31 .29

MIN111.11o...



INC+

RS

NCON
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Table 12

Interco_ :Alter Estimates for Individual Subjects

Combined EXperimenti

ENC. NEG MARK PSM RS NCON

1.00 450*** .39*"" .58*" .17" .58" .28* .31***

.100 421!" 412!" 62." 42!" 44* 411***

1.00 .36i**

1.00 .60*

1.00 .4941

2.00

.02 -.03 .17 -.04

_48* 10 4a5!

.44*** .49* .37** -.09

41 421!" JA2 -,05

1.00 .32** .53" .10 .12

1.00 .69*** .02*

1.00 . 21 .05

1.0p Ar* .8411' .22

1.00
41.00

= =

=
*lb

1.00 .09

1.00 .21

1.00
1,00

Note: nitalicised values are for all cases for which parameter could be es-

imated. Italicised values are for cases for which parameter was Sta-
.

tistically significant at .025 level.



Trona'.

Table 13

1 tions betvun irateacies and Composite Ability Scores

e

Verbal atiai Abstract

'Sol _ncy _.351* -.49*** -.52***

MC+a -.25" -.514141.
-mei.

254.* -421!" -J11,"

KEG -,11. -034" -.4141"

-C -151," -.40

MARK -.36*" .38"

FSM .251" "A5***

.18 1111 -.42***

-.26** -.35***

_au* L52

ICON -.31* -.2k -.22

.41, -.38

RM.& -.30** -.09 -.15

-A2,*

Nonitalicized values are for all cases r could by

estimated. Italicised dues are for cases for siich parameter Val

statistically significant at .025 level.

rtrlation controlling for participation in

and 4.

el .05

*sit .02

VC .002.

L and 2 versus
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EXperiment 1

a
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Table 14

n Composite r7,-,1,1tion Latency for

-(1 Sessions and Ab. .y Test 7ospositee

Experiment 2 eri,ient 3 eriment 4

Verbal -.09 G* -.56***

Spatial -.74*** -.48* -.56** 31*

Abstract -.83*** -.54* -.50*

Tall-Sbert -1

Verbal -.17 .12 -.57**

Spatial
. -.72* - 67*** 5g** -.15

Abstract _.74*** _6790** . -.2

01d- Young-

Verbal -.38

Spatial ..7P*ei

Abstract -.79***

Oood!Bad

Vertical -.70***

Spatial -.48* -.59** -.53*

Abstract - 4 -.53* -.69***

Fast-Slow

Verbal -.40 .29 -.35 -.70***

Spatial -.59** -.45* -.49* -.55**

Abstract 1*** -.49* -.40* -.14

Simian 1

Verbal -.18 -.13 -.44* -.56*

Spatial .66** -.48* -.64** 31

Abstract -.70104, -.55** -.48* -.48

Session 2

Verbal -.49* -.03 -.39

Spatial -.73*** -.50* -.45*

Abstract -.82.41s -.53* .50*

Session 3

Verbal -.09 -.49*

Spatial -.45* -.47*

Abstract -.51* 44*

411405
11X4.01

4601



Table A
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4

Predicted versus Observed Data Points for Domed Items

Its E riment 1 riment 2 Experiment 3

---d Observd Predicted Observed Predicted Observed Predicted Observed

1 633 640 645 598 589 602 606 585

2 613 629 632 630 639 674 627 593

3 572 584 585 616 536 550 540 561

4 675 659 691 699 691 646 692 669

5 655 639 678 717 684 768 669 712

6 7581 734 783 714 724 801 734 796

7 717 693 737 765 736 710 735 770

8 697 607 724 702 672 604 669 651

9 675 623 691 637 634 600 648 646

to 655 620 678 666 627 64o 626 639

11 613 703 632 715 582 592 583 589

12 717 822 737 683 679 625 691 659

13 675 691 691 743 691 694 692 712

14 655 659 678 709 684 667 669 670

15 613 601 632 548 639 582 627 555

16 717 737 737 807 736 785 T35 736

17 T87 809 812 T97 756 776 780 789

18 767 752 798 688 692 647 713 635

19 839 928 86i 894 829 861 816 79T

20 942 949 967 951 870 872 881 865

21 642 624 660 652 556 580 585 611

22 745 672 7 781 711 679 737 7,

23 817 766 8 768 734 748 752 743

24 797 794 815 724 784 716 TT3 800

25 859 - 852 874 863 836 837 839 T9T

26 839 859 861 929 829 873 816 862

27 797 761 815 775 784 778 773 789

28 900 880 920 1037 882 864 882 880

29 745 808 766 814 654 668 693 715

30 725 725 752 807 647 635 671 688

31 654 679 706 733 602 618 628 633

32 787 8151 812 802 699 713 736 740
i

Sete: Response tinsel for data points are e reused in oentiseeonds. non eon beers of

data petit sorrespond to ambers in Table 211
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Figure Captions

41surs 1. Vierarclricai linguistic representation of information in tr -

Ova inference task.

Figure 2. Spat:

Figure 3. Linguistic model.

Figure 4. Mixed nodal.

Figure 5. Amounts of tine spent in each operatio of operations)

for a typical negative initiative i.taa in each of Impartments 1, d 4.
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